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PREFACE
Born in Martinque, an island-colony of France in the
Caribbean isles in 1925j Frantz Fanon became "The most creative
ideologist the new nations 1^*ex-colonial nations"*] have pro¬
duced, , (Coser, p, 211), The importance of Fanon’s over¬
all perceptions are, says Coser, that he discovered a new
revolutionary class: The peasants. Besides the exploration
of the revolutionary potentials of peasantry, Fanon is also
credited as the first ideologist of modem time to add "the
professional psychological dimension to revolutionary mysti¬
que," (Ranly, p,384).
A Black man but raised in a white dominated value
system, Fanon, like his other fellow islanders had neither
an av/areness of another culture value nor an identity beyond
French and what French educational and political system had
taught him. All that was to be shattered by the time he moved
to France to work tov;ard higher education. There, he found
himself to be but a ’Nigger’, (Zolberg, p, 56), This discovery
ultimately led him to the recognition that in a white world,
or a world dominated by white man, the Black man constantly
faces the dilemma "turn white or disappear,"
During the critical years of his stay in France, Fanon
was able to earn himself a doctoral degree in psychiatry.
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Fanon's ordinance, thus, read that for the colonized, in order
to attain his human "proper place," he must use an equally
severe violence against the colonizer and his rule.
Implications of Fanon's perceptions inevitably spread
beyond the Algerian border, and for that matter, the colonized
Third World, Black American found, in Fanon's analysis, his
status paralleling to that of the colonized people. The
Wretched of the Earth became an effective force in the forma¬
tion of the Black Panther Party, central in the general move¬
ments of Black Power during the 1960's (Sutton, p, 59). It
was in this era that Ranly wrote "no one can really understand
the black power movements in America, , ,without studying Fanon
(Ranly, p, 384)• Furthermore, Black psychology became largely
influenced by Fanon's model of explaining Black behavior in
a v/hite-controlled society. Black Rage, by W, H, Grier and
P, M, Cobbs as well as Dark Ghetto by K, Clark rank among the
first of such works exploring, in details, "the wounded psyche
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The focus of this paper is two-fold:
1, To present and discuss Fanon's theory of violence
in a sociological perspective and in relation to
other theories of violence which are influential
in the contemporary world,
2, To determine whether or not Fanon's theory of vio¬
lence can be applied to the analysis of overall Black
socio-economic conditions in United States, therefore,
be utilized in sustaining racial and political equality.
Based on his observation of colonialism in North Africa,
Fanon believed the v/orld v;as divided into two major compart¬
ments each occupied by a different race: v/hite and non-v;hite.
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Further, he realized the encounter of the two races had ended
in the subsequent subjugation of the non-white by the white
through an unremitting utilization of force and coercion.
Contrary to what he had speculated earlier, that white and non¬
white relationships were related to the modes of production,
Fanon later came to the realization that the relationship was
rather based on race and forceful establishment of the control
of white over the colored. As a result of such analysis,
Fanon invariably concluded that the solution to the suppressed
state of the colonized lay in the emplo5nnent of violent measures
to topple the white reign.
To determine the relevance of Fanon's theory of violence
to that of the American scene, both a historical and contem¬
porary evaluation of Black-V/hite relationships has been rendered.
Studying historical documents dealing with the race relations
in the United States is vividly indicative of an immense
systematic physical, structural, psychological and economic
repression against the Afro race. The white ruling class main¬
tained physical violence to assure Black subjugation, physi¬
cally; resorted to psychological violence to control him
mentally; enforced structural violence to guarantee his contain¬
ment institutionally. Finally, as it was the goal, it reaped
the harvest of the Black man's labor — a process which in
itself amounted to economic violence against him.
Along with the administration of such measures, there
lay, at the foundation of the system, a multitude of meta¬
physical, racial and theoretical assumptions upon which the
master class, in sustaining slavery, relied heavily. Before
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the advent of what was to be called "social science" or
"scientific" knowledge, the master race had the religious
interpretations at its disposal. The vast literature of
biblical interpretations supported and presented the social
institution as legitimate. So did augment, when religion lost
its grip, a combination of numerous sociological, biological,
and physiological arguments depicting Negro biologically
underdeveloped; therefore, shovdng presumably his degraded
status' justifiable.
Following the Civil V/ar and abolition of salvery some
change was made in the overall position of Black in the larger
American society, but the inescapable consequences of the pre¬
vious experiences remained to block his economic, social
advancement and the attainment of political equality. However,
in the light of the revival and expansion of the colonial
perspective under Fanon's thrust and effort, as enlarged with
psychological perspective, some of the contemporary Afro-Amer¬
ican social scientists began to perceive the whole Black
experience comparable to the colonial relations.
Investigating some of the enduring aspects of the Black
community and its general trends from mid-tv/entieth century
on, these scholars argue that the ghettoization, systematic
discrimination in economic and social areas, racial and political
inequalities, public policies of aid and assistance to the
largely poor Negro families as well as the Black movements for
the ghetto control, urban riots and Black nationalism are
interrelated and reflect Black awareness to his historical
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status as a colonized race, captivated in the "mother country."
This paper, too, ascertains the analogy between classic
colonialism and the Black American situation. It finds that
the latter case, in terms of its duration and generality,
which for Blacks it meant an all-inclusive exploitation and
subjugation, represents an even more extensive form of colo¬
nialism, The depth and prevalence of the economic exploita¬
tion of Blacks and the pervasive racism that they suffer points
out to the uselessness of assimilationist attempts and demands
alternative kinds of action on the part of the Negro to attain
socio-economic and political equality.
.X
I. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SCOPE
Statement of the Problem
The literary works of Frantz Fanon (1925-1961) have been
commented on by a fairly large number of critics from various
vantage points* Fanon, although from an island formally a
part of Metropolitan France, wrote mostly about the Third World
people (E, W, Ranly), He, however, v;as Black and the reali--
zation of attributes attached to his color by whites led him
to a more specific problem: Black-white relations* Even¬
tually, he endeavored to unravel the forces constraining the
Black man in a largely white-controlled continent— colonized
Africa*
Fanon’s ideas of "African Political Class," (M* Stanilaud);
the "Economics of Colonialism," (F* M* Gottheil); "Alienation
in Relation to Colonialism," (C* Gerald); "Social Philosophy"
(Robinson); and "Sociology of Revolution" (R* J* Whatley)
have been assessed through the.decade follov/ing his death
(1961)* Moreover, an appraisal of Fanon's "Revolutionary
Theories," (P* Worsley, 1969) and a brief discussion of his
viev/s in regard to "American Stage," in relation to Blacks,
have been studied by Zolberg and Zolberg (1971) as well*
Yet, his theory on violence and its applicability to contemp¬
orary Black Americans has not been sociologically evaluated*
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The focus of this paper is two-fold:
1. To present and discuss Fanon’s theory of violence
in a sociological perspective and in relation to
other theories of violence which are influential
in the contemporary world,
2, To determine whether or not Fanon's theory of
violence can be applied to the analysis of the
social conditions of contemporary Black Americans
who are socially, economically, politically, and




The main sources of material for this study may be
divided into two sections:
1, Fanon’s own writings as well as the interpretations
of the commentators of his ideas and thoughts,
2, Historical documents related to Black-V/hite rela¬
tionships in addition to works of scholars of race
and race relations.
Evaluation of the content of these sources and compr¬
ing and contrasting them provided a fairly large volume of
literature assisting in uncovering and understanding
various facets of the topics involved. While Fanon*s works
were heavily relied on, the analyses of his writings, by a
number of commentators, were equally extensively studied.
Historical documents on race and race-relations helped
comprehending the religious and "scientific" assumptions
employed to legitimize and justify the status of Blacks,
Equally important were the analyses of the Black scholars
pointing out to the correspondence of the Negro situation
Y/ith the colonial peoplej on the one hand, and on the other
hand, the limitations distingiiishing one from theother.
Purpose
Based on his observations of colonialism in North
Africa, Fanon believed the world was divided into major com¬
partments, each occupied by a different race: white and non¬
white, Further, he realized the encounter of the two races
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had ended in the subsequent subjugation of the non-vihite by
the white through an unremitting utilization of force and
coercion. Contrary to what Fanon had thought earlier that
white and non-v/hite relationships were related to the means
of production, he later came to believe that it was based
on race and "forcible establishment of hegemony by one, , ,
over another" (Zolberg and Zolberg, 1971, P. 200),
The enhancement of the paradigm of violence and its
prescription, by Fahon, then, appears to be invariable
unavoidable. For the colonized man, in order to re-institute
his lost innocence, launching an even greater counterviolence
against the colonizer appears inexorably indispensable
(Obiechina, p, 112), Of course, colonialism is not restrict¬
ed solely to the exploitation of raw materials, though such
extraction constitutes the ultimate goal. To ensure the
continuity of economic gains, the colonizer first sees it
inevitable to mentally disarm and demoralize the native;
soon afterward, the process of de-culturalization and de¬
personalization of the indigenous people begins (Jackson,
p, 474). Fanon's salient contribution was that he, by
virtue of his profession^—psychiatry, unmasked the "psycho¬
logical dimensions" of colonialism. Following such subtle
understanding, he began prescribing his therapeutic remedy
"for the oppressed colonies to help them regain their self-
identity and their full mental and emotional health," all
of which was "given in one word, one action: violence"
(Eanly, pp, 384-385), And it was precisely based on this
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psychoanalytic diagnosis of the colonized Africans that some
took Fanon's symptomatology "as an allegory of our own
([^Americar^ situation, , , because it is concerned with the
identity crisis of the Negro in a white world, , , ,"
(Zolberg and Zolberg, 1971, p. 198 and p, £02),
Viev/ing Black Americans as "colonized," Carmichael
apparently discerns a close parallel between Blacks’ condi¬
tions in both America and colonized Africa, He, therefore,
seems to strongly advocate the employment of Fanon's theory
of violence (Carmichael, p, 36), Staniland, in like manner,
believes that "Fanon's analysis, , , contains broad implica¬
tions for, , , liberation, , , " (Jackson, p, 483),
In this relation, this paper's purpose is to evaluate
the applicability of Fanon's theory of violence to the Ameri
can scene. Whether it can be relevant in analyzing social
conditions of Black Americans and v/hether it can be employed
as an ideological guide by the Blacks in their quest for
liberty in white America,
Limitation
In studjring Fanon's theory of violence, this paper is
limited to his writings as well as commentaries by other
authors on his published books and articles in English, So
is the scope of this paper limited to a content analysis of
the historical and contemporary documents on Black-white
relationships in the United States,
II. . THINKERS WHO INFLUENCED FANON
Fanon and Marx
One of the most enigmatic questions about Frantz
Fanon centers around labeling his ideological stance: was
he a Marxist or not? Probably no definite answer is possible.
To mention one thing, the overall perceptions of Karl Marx,
the German philosopher of history, economist, and sociolo¬
gist of the 19th century, may be summerized as economic
interpretation of history, determinism, dialectics, class
struggle, labour value theory and theory of alienation,
(Encyclopaedia Britanica, pp, 987-990), These thoughts were
to influence almost all succeeding social thinkers,
Forsythe asserts that Fanon, in his social analysis,
shared Marxian perceptions of alienation, economic determinism
and a concern with emancipation of all humanity; therefore,
Forsythe concludes Fanon may be regarded as a Marxist
(Forsythe 1970: 23). Gilly, on the contrary, discounts
Fanon as a Marxist while, at the same time, he admits that
Fanon was concerned "with what the masses do and say and
think" and continues that it was Fanon’s "belief that it is
the masses, and not leaders nor system, who in the final
analysis make and determine history" (Gilly, p, 2), Further¬
more, Gilly, referring to his own interpretation of the above
quote, adds "This is the dominant line of all of Marx's
6
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analysis of historical events . • . ; " therefore, it appears
that he too, unconsciously, assumes Fanon to be a Marxist,
Moreover, Nursey-Bray (1972) identifies "two planes"
of analyses in Fanon*s theories which indicate the latter's
affinity with Marxism, The first deals with international
or interacial relationships and the second with national
relationships. This distinction, by Fanon, between the two
fundamentally hostile colonizer-colonized or settler-native
where economic antagonism played a basic role, follows class
struggle in Marxian sense, says Nursey-Bray, Yet, in this
Fanonian analysis, race, as in case of white European settlers
ruling over non-white African natives, constituted an impor¬
tant element which in turn marked a departure from Marxism,
Fanon*s treatment of national relationships, Nursey-Bray
believes, was in line with Marxism though some sort of revi¬
sionism is present.
Dealing with one society, at the national level, Fanon
endeavored to explain the existence of conflict in a newly
independent state in terms of relations between national
bourgeoisie, on one hand, and peasants, on the other. In
Fanon*s mind, the national middle class were "representatives
of a foreign bourgeoisie, acting as their agents in the former
colonial territoil.es" (Nursey-Bray, p, 155). Being neither
"creative" nor "innovative," after independence the national
bourgeoisie contrives to step "into the shoes of the former
European settlers , , , , " And its eventual mission takes on
the form of a "transmission line between the nation" and
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foreign capitalists, reverting the country into a state of
neo-colonialism (Fanon, 198I : 152),
So far as "the most oppressed people" were contemplated
to eventually achieve revolution, Fanon’s standpoint agreed
with Marxism, Was it not Marx's view that the proletariat
was the most oppressed? Not only that, Marx, as Caute points
out, did not anticipate "a unilinear theory of history,"
which implied that a social class may bring about revolution—'
ary change without waiting for the experience of the capita¬
list phase in the historical progression (Caute, pp, 75-76),
So, in this regard too, Fanon resembled Marx—that is, revolu¬
tionary peasants were anticipated to transform the largely
agrarian Third World into socialist States,
But the fragile connection between the two breaks when
Fanon takes peasants as the most revolutionary class in
1'
colonial Third V/orld, To him, it was this class that was
"to resolve the problem of colonialism as well as the pro¬
blem of national bourgeoisie," (Nursey-Bray, p, 155);
whereas, Marx perceived the proletariat to carry the banner
of revolution to 'victory. Further, Fanon disagreed with
Marx not only in his repudiation of the Western v/orker's
revolutionary potential, but also he refuted the existence
of any such promise in the native proletariat. In addition,
Fanon disputed the Western proletariat's sympathy with the
colonial people—a position upheld by Marx and the 20th century
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revolutionary leaders, such as Trotsky, Stalin, Lenin and Mao
(Caute, p. 6-7).
As stated earlier, Forsythe labeled Fanon a Marxist
because he adhered, among other things, to the concept of alien¬
ation, Further comparison of the two, however, demonstrates
a distinct contrast between the two men in this respect,
Marx concentrated on the alienation of the Western working
class, whereas Fanon stressed "the psychologically alienated
traits of the colonial personality , , , " (Forsythe, p, 6),
To say "colonial personality" may create confusion because
it does not specify whether reference to this concept is at
individual, racial group or a social class, an important
distinction in Fanonian thinking. Though Hansen argues that
alienation may include the individual or the group in colQ-»
nized society, Fanon took alienation as the problem of the
group. He believed that any group involved in a colonial
relationship was subject to alienation. The assimilationists
with attempts to imitate or identify with the colonizer and
his values. Blacks dreaming of "lactificationjj," the native
proletariat who is largely a by-product of colonialism, and
the native intellectual in search of African tradition and
history, all constituted alienated personalities. Whereas,
the peasants, though in the colonized country, were thought
to be non-alienated; they remained so because they distrusted
the colonizers and largely stayed out of the colonial contacts.
It was based on such a perception that Fanon viewed "the
peasantry as the most revolutionary group" (Hansen, pp, 74-77).
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Fanon, therefore, was in dissonance with Marx who saw alien¬
ation in division of labor and the class struggle (Caute,
p. 32), Additionally, the difference between the two men
is not restricted to alienation alone; their centers of focus
were, Forsythe contends, also worlds apart. While Marx mainly
concentrated on Europe, Fanon focused on the Third V/orld,
Whereas the proletariat of advanced nations, in Marx's view,
constituted the force to bring the final blow to the capitalist
system, to Fanon, such a promise was endowed in the peasants
and lumpenproletariat of the colonized countries (Forsythe,
p, 7), In Marxism dictum, overthrowing existing social con¬
ditions was the proletariat's historic mission because under
such conditions he was exploited, oppressed and alienated
(Pomeroy, p, 13). Fanon, disavov/ing such a dynamic force in
Western v;orking class, saw it as the course of "The Wretched
of the Earth" to set up the stage "to create the whole man,
whom Europe has been incapable of bringing to the triumphant
birth" (Fanon, 198l:313)«
Moreover, as Caute points out, although Fanon described
class in the Marxian schema, he departed from this school as
to the interpretation of the politibal conduct of the social
class. The relationship to the means of production determines,
according to Marx, the class boundaries. And Fanon's
advocacy of economic determinism essentially accorded with
such a Marxian line. But as he related the political conduct
of a class to its size, level of livelihood, and the extent
of its integration in the colonial system, Fanon apparently
departed onto a different path (Caute, pp, 81-82), In like
manner, seeing the situation of the colonized Third World
different from that of Europe, Fanon, found Marx's analysis
of two-class society inapplicable to the colonized countries,
Fanon stated, as quoted in Forsythe, 'What defines the colonial
situation is rather the undifferentiated character, that foreign-
domination presents, , , , The status of the foreigner, of
the conqueror is the status of an oppressor,' (Forsythe,
pp, 6-7), Moreover, Fanon pointed out that while the "dev¬
elopmental sequence" of Europe corresponded well with the
Marxian analysis of historical progression, the Third World
offered no such resemblance (Caute, pp, 6-7)•
A conspicuous problem in the sphere of "conflict research"
relates, Forsythe claims, to a sparsity of investigation con¬
cerning the connection between class and racial conflict,
Fanon, more than Marx, endeavored to gather an understanding
of such a relationship. In the beginning, under the influence
of Marxism, he underestimated racial conflict and subjugated
it to the impulse of economic forces. Therefore, he wrote:
'The racial problem is covered over by economic discrimi¬
nation , , , , A Negro worker will be on the side of the
mulatto worker against the middle class Negro, Here we have
proof that questions of race are but a superstructure, a man¬
tle, an obscure ideological emancipation concealing an econo¬
mic reality,' (quoted in Forsythe, p, 5)»
But Marx's influence did not last long. The inconsis¬
tencies he later differentialted led him to a significantly
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lesser insistence on the material forces in human relation¬
ship, The new approach arose, in turn, out of the racial
discrimination he detected among peoples with varied economic
stance. For example, even for the poorest of the other race.
Blacks, despite their personal, mental and material wealth,
were considered "niggers',’V In consequence, Fanon believed ■
race to be ’a major determinant, if not the major determinant,
in the evolution of society* (Nursey-Bray, p, 153)«
"Force is the midwife of history," said Marx, However,
as David Caute points out, he qualified his statement in res¬
pect to bourgeois-democratic systems prevailing in some Euro¬
pean countries in the second half of the 19th century. In
those states, the proletariat was thought to be able to wrest
power by non-violent means (Caute, p, 88), But in a diff¬
erent situation, Marx thought, social change and violence were
"inextricably^interwoven," The use of violence, thus, was
I
deemed instrumentally auspicious (Nursey-Bray, p, 159).
Unlike Marx, Fanonian violence was double-edged. As
Obiechina explains, colonialism "was set up and sustained by
systematic and unremitting application of force and physical
violence , , , to keep the colonized people down and to ensure
that political and economic control rested with the coloniz¬
ing group" (Obiechina, p, 112), It was in realization of and
as a response to such uneven reciprocity that Fanon set forth
his perception of violent action. On the other hand, he took
violence as a means to salvage the native from the "absolute
evil of the settler" as was demonstrated in the coercive
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subjugation of the former. To do this, the native needed to
launch an even greater counterviolence. On the other hand,
a utilization of violence v/as thought to raise in the colo¬
nized man, according to Nursey-Bray, "a pure act of self-
realization," While in the former case, violence acted as
an instrument—overturning the reign of the.settlers;.in the
latter, it becomes an end in itself (Nursey-Bray, p, 158-159)
However, Peter Worsley sees it as "a travesty of Fanon"
to take his celebration of violence as an end in itself. He
rejects the contention that Fanon meant an absolute violence;
it was rather an instrument of revolution for social change
as v/ell as to enhance hiunan potential. In the end, "its
significance v;as relative and situationally determined"
(Worsley, p, 36),
Fanon and Sartre
Studying Fanon's theories and concepts reveals the in¬
fluence of yet another major author over him; Jean Paul
Sartre, Sartre, the contemporary French philosopher, play¬
wright and novelist is best known for his Existentialist
theory of Being, At the beginning Sartre' s concern'rested
largely v;ith the individual than society, but he gradually
moved away from this outlook and finally declared himself a
Marxist—with concerns over society.
In the same way that Fanon's concepts can be put into a
Marxian perspective, so can they be put in the Sartrean frame
work of thought (Nursey-Bray, p, l60). Not to mention that
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in Marxism the human predicament is related to social predi¬
cament just as Fanon's alienated native may be projected as
a product of his alienated social environment (Caute, p, 30-
31). Similarily in existentialist dictum, according to which
the individual "exists as the object of another's will, as the
object of the Other's views," Fanon's colonized man can be
seen as one v;ho suffers from the forceful dominance of the
Other—namely the colonizer (Nursey-Bray, p, 160), Moreover,
taking violence as an end in itself, an act by which the
colonized man liberates himself from his subservient position,
as in Fanon's thoughts, follows in essence an existentialist
proposition. Hence the struggle is not to change the surround¬
ing social predicament, but to overturn the control of the
"Other ,"
Conditions and circumstances responsible for bringing
about the rise of revolutionary peasants, as Fanon speculated,
resembled closely the existentialist school. In both cases,
first of all, these are the economically deprived who will
finally choose revolutionary action because they have nothing
to lose. Furthermore, the semblance of social conditions in
a collective of people gives rise, said Fanon, to a feeling
of solidarity and the belief that the each member's freedom
lies in the freedom of all. The unity and coherence sustained
under such an idea lead to popular uprising and the eventual
overthrow of the- system. Prior to Fanon, Sartre had predicted
the popular insurrection would result from class consciouness
and the supposition of mutual concerns and solidarity. This
insurrection, thus mobilized, was believed to effect liberty
for all (Nursey-Bray, p, l6l).
In the realm of individual freedom, there also exists
a parallelism between Fanon and Sartre, First of all, Fanon
distinguished a tv/o-level freedom: one which exists at the
state level and the other at the individual. He saw both as
interrelated. Before an individual could live freely, the
political apparatus had to be free from external controls;
the people's participation and freedom of choice had to be en¬
couraged and respected. In a 'false' national independence
v/here the control is handed over to the trusted collaborators
of the colonialists, speaking of individual freedom becomes
nonsense. Thus a 'true' national liberation, to Fanon, v/as
a necessary precedent to individual freedoms. Also at this
stage, he spoke of social and existential freedoms of the
individual. The first instance related to society. In the
second case, Fanon reflected on the freedom of the indi¬
vidual in an absolute sense, Man was thought to be, Hansen
interprets, capable of "self-determination" regardless of
the past and the present social forces enveloping him. Further
existential freedom of man v/as specified as to know "no limit¬
ations of either time or space," Such perspective echoes, sub¬
stantially, Sartre's existentialism and the precept that man
forms his own essence (Hansen, pp, 65**64)* But, as Caute notes
Fanon, as did Sartre, made a gradual withdrawal "from the
existentialist emphasis on individual freedom , , ,




Georges Sorel (1847-1922), the Fyencfe soc.iaa philo¬
sopher, is known as one of the staunchest advocates of vio¬
lence* He coined the notion of "myth," : model according
to which all the working class could join together in over¬
throwing the bourgeoisie; for him this myth was a grand General
Strike comprising all the European proletariat. Though Sorel
periodically swung from one perspective to another but he
remained a stiff adherent of struggle against the bourgeois
class*
As Jack Roth observes, though, not any significant part
of any cult of violence (Sorelean or others), ubiquitous
prior to World War II, lasted the years immediately following
the war; yet, a few years later, voices of violent ideas began
sprouting, especially, in the Third World and, specifically,
through Frantz Fanon's pen* Roth also believes there is a
"possibility" of a connection between Fanon and Sorel (Roth,
p* 270)* Whereas to others, the link between the two is more
substantial than just a possibility, Caute quotes Arendt's
comment that 'Fanon was greatly influenced by Sorel's equa¬
tion of violence, life and creativity' (Caute, p* 93-94).
Still, Zolberg went so far as to suspect Fanon's Studies in a
Dying Colonialism "inconceivable without Sorel" (Zolberg,
1966, p, 58-9).
Debating the certainty of the aforementioned arguments,
Caute saw the possibility of a nexus between the two men very
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difficult to assess. To him, the'fact that Fanon never.men¬
tions Sorel extends beyond the simple technique of avoidance
for face-saving; after all, Sorel had bowed to fascism, Caute
sees Fanon's theory of violence as different in substance and
consequence, from that of Sorel, In both men, it is true,
creation of a "myth" v/as essential to rally revolutionary
forces; but Sorel, in contrast to Fanon, predicted the role
of myth as an instrument to act upon the present. In this
manner, thus, he in fact declined" to press for the abolition
of the system he supposedly contested, Furthennore, as a pes¬
simist, he did not believe in the eventual success of his
revolutionary constituent~the proletariat. Again, as contra¬
dictory as it may appear, Sorel at first spoke vehemently in
support of socialism as the course of the modern world to sal¬
vation; and at the same time, his antirationalism prevented
him from paying attention to the theories of social progress
For Fanon, on the other hand, overturning the colonial relation¬
ship was a priority goal (Caute, pp, 94-95)* Moreover, un¬
shakable as he was in his belief of the peasants' success,
Fanon prophesied their thriving to exceed beyond achieving
mere sovereignty; to him, a whole integration of each indivi¬
dual of a newly independent country into a new nation was to
be enhanced unequivocally (Zolberg and Zolberg, p. 201). Not
only that, in carrying the revolutionary action against colo¬
nialism, he insisted on a precise revolutionary guidance to
insure the success of the struggle. Committed to socialism as
he was, Fanon trusted that the required ideological leader¬
ship could best be anticipated from socialism (Caute, p, 83).
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Fanon, Freud, Jung and Adler
By profession, Fanon was a psychiatrist. He received
his professional education and training in France which, like
other Western European countries, was dominated by the psycho¬
analytical insights of Freud, Jung and Adler, Fanon's accord
with this training may, in the least, be seen in his belief,
as found in Black Skin. White Masks, that only a psycho¬
analytical explanation of the Black man's situation in the
white v;orld, could assist in a better understanding of his
complexes (Bulhan, p. 253). However, later experiences were
to revise all that. His understanding of race relations, v/hile
in France, led him to perceive the world as Black and white.
His discernments in Algeria elucidated his perception onto
different categories: colonized and colonizer (Zolberg,
1966, p. 58)• Besides, as Gendzier explains, he was sv/ift to
recognize the inapplicability of the European‘psychological
model theories in a colonial setting; thereafter, he began his
own investigation of conditions and reasons accountable for
creating mental maladies in the North African natives (Gendzier
PP. 63).
Contrary to what may be concluded, Fanon did not complete
ly abandon European concepts of psychoanalytic findings.
V/hereas he supported the utilization of some of the concepts
set forth by Freud, Jung, Adler, among others, he repudiated,
at the same time, the idea of the universality of some of
their assumptions. Likewise, on several points, Fanon agreed
with the trio v/hile he disagreed on others.
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Fanon's reference to notions such as conscious, uncon¬
scious, preconscious as well as id, ego, superego demonstrates
his accordance with Freud, Yet, there were points of depar¬
ture.
According to Freud (1856-1939), the founder of psycho¬
analysis whose theory of infantile sexuality and the idea of
the effects of unconscious processes of mind on concious and
action brought him to prominence, psychological neuroses, as
cultural elements, were assumed mostly inherent and-,.present.in
culture. Such a generalization thus would lead to theview that
I
psycho-logical neuroses could equally be experienced by vari-^i-
ous people of different societies regardless of their economic
level of progress. Moreover, Freud's ontogeny and phylogeny
tend to put man in a subservient, "helpless and hopeless"
position in relations to the culture. Hence, there is no as¬
surance of man's capability to manage any change in his status
or the social milieu, Fanon chided such conceptions. Rather
he saw human psychology in a socio-historical perspective
where the culture scheme bore upon the economic foundation,
and psychological complexes, as socio-cultural elements, stood
in accordance with the socio-economic stance of people. Fur¬
thermore, subordination to culture forces, as Freud had assumed,
was inevitably a denial of man's ability to qualify himself
and his environment;-whereas, Fanon's: model conveyed the pos¬
sibility of transfiguration in both man and his surroundings
(Bulhan, pp, 253-55).
Similarly, Fanon took issue with Jung. Founder of
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analytic psychology, Jung's major contribution to psychology
have been his "collective unconscious" and the classification
of man into "introverted" and "extroverted" types. Regarding
the latter, he, of course, has made further distinctions into
these types by assuming that in each individual one or more
of the four primary functions of the mind (thinking, feeling,
sensation and intuition) may prevail, (Encyclopaedia Brit-
anica, p. 182).
Though Fanon, for instance, employed Jung's collective
unconscious, h© nevertheless did not concur with the Jungean
interpretation of the notion. To him, as Bulhan explains,
the term in its original definition demonstrated the "eth¬
nocentric and racist" attitude dominate in Europe at the time.
There existed, Fanon thought, a distinction between "habit"
and "instinct": contrary to the former, a learned wont, the
latter v;as thought to be inborn, Bulhan explains from Fanon's
point of view that by misplacing the collective unconscious
(habit) in the "cerebral structure" and characterizing it as
a "permanent engram of the race," Jung, in essence, had suc¬
cumbed to European racism (Bulhan, pp, 256-57).
In the same manner, Fanon reproved Adler. The psy¬
chology work of Adler (1870-1937), the Austrian psychiatrist
and founder of individual psychology, passed through tv;o
developmental phases: one the individual psychology and the
other the family cluster. In the beginning, his prime concern,
centered upon the individual. In this, each individual's
psychological disorder v/as followed in its own isolation;
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gradually his scope of study expanded to include the family
reality. Still, even in its later, broader perspective, Adler's
psychology stood distinctively remote from what Fanon came to
vigrously support, Fanon, in examining man's psychologic
anomaly believed that the consequences of socio-historical
and cultural forces had to be reckoned v/ith. Likewise, the
Black man's feeling of inferiority, to Fanon, required an
appreciation of historical realities involved, not a study of
"an isolated familial dysfunction" (Bulhan, pp, 258-259)•
Ill REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Definition of Violence
People regularly use the term violence to mean a number
of different concepts, and still what contributes more to
the complication is the fact that people commonly consider
violence to be evil and wrong. Speaking of the United States,
specifically. Rap Brown is quoted to have said, "Violence is
as American as cherry pie" (Shaffer, p, 1). Does not such
comment refer to the prevalence of violence amid Americans,
and its seemingly positive effectiveness in resolving some
of the problems of this country? On the subject of American
violence. Maxwell Brown agrees emphatically. Violence, he
claims, has been not only an integral factor of American his¬
tory, but it has also been associated v/ith some of the "most
constructive chapters" of the US history (Hirsch, p, xi),
Skolnick tries to make the same point when he writes that
much of America's growth and social change are results of the
undertaking of violence (Skolnick, 1969).
As pointed out earlier, the argument about violence
does not confine itself to the perception of the concept alone.
There are, in fact, various kinds of violence, Herbert
Marcuse speaks of "violence of aggression^'i "violence of de-
fense^u violence by police and/or armed forces, the Ku Klux
Klan type of violence, as well as violence counteracting the
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"aggressive manifestations of violence" (Marcuse, p, 90), This
last type of violence—opposing violence by violence, which
also is equated, in this paper, with political violence, rev¬
olutionary violence, group violence, group uprising, collec¬
tive violence, liberating violence, internal -war, popular
action, guerrilla warfare, civic action, unconventional war
and revolutionary action lies at our focus here. Violence as
such may be defined sociologically as an organizational
application of force with the aim and intention of overthrow¬
ing a socioeconomic-political system which is deemed, by the
insurrectionists, to be an agent for the privileged classes,
oppressors, and drones against the oppressed masses and all
those engaged in toil (Lenin, 1971:76),
Theories of Violence
In response to Eckstein's (1964) complaint about the
relative neglect of social investigators in areas of group
violence, Bienen enumerates some problems at "personal, pro¬
fessional, and national" levels v/hich may have contributed to
this omission. One of these problems as Bienen suggests, may
be the general perception held by social scientists that writ¬
ing on collective violence requires direct participation in
that type of violence (Bienen, p, 7), If so, let us look at
group violence and its related theories as perceived by some
of those who have knowingly participated in a struggle of one
group against another or, more generally took part in revo¬
lutionary actions of class struggles—men such as Lenin, Mao,
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Guevarra, Beside the above revolutionaries, Marx's and Sartre's
theories of violence will be discussed. Both men's formative
influence over Fanon is well established, therefore, making
it imperative to understand what they have stated on the
topic. In addition, Georges Sorel's enunciations on violence
will be accounted for, though his sway over Fanon is debatable.
The enormity of the influence of Marx's philosophy over
the cited authorities makes it essential to first take into
account what he has said on violence. More importantly, as
Lengermann suggests, it may be pointed out, in pondering over
conflict the.early sociologists leaned mostly toward
explanations in the areas of competition,, personality devia¬
tions, anxieties, lack of proper education toward social con¬
formity and the like; in contrast, Marx brought an entirely
different shift in the perspective by interpreting violence
as an unending process of conflict between social classes.
For Marx violence of class against class was explicitely a
matter of subjugating the opponent for economic advantages
(Lengermann, pp, 238-239)•
However, it was precisely in connection with this under¬
standing that Marx endeavored to provide a general strategy
by which the emancipation of the oppressed class—the working
class, could be sustained. Furthermore, in his materialist
explanation of historical change where eventually the prole¬
tariat and the bourgeois class come to stand face to face,
Marx saw it as the historical mission of the former to over¬
throw the existing social conditions toward establishing a
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social system devoid of private ownership relations and,
therefore, devoid of social conflict. It is precisely the
”how" of achieving this goal that has promoted a v/idespread
controversy among the followers of Marx,
As Pomeroy notes, both Marx and Engels believed that the
proletariat "must be prepared to employ armed struggle tactics
in realizing its historic aims," He, further, quotes the Com¬
munist Manifesto's assertion that communism "can be attained
only by the forcible overthrow of all existing social condi¬
tions," The interpretations as to what this "force" is in
reality lie at the center of the debate, Pomeroy, himself,
by relying on explications of "outstanding Marxists" sees an
assortment of contentions encompassed in the term: mass de¬
monstrations, general strikes, boycotts, armed uprising as well
as a combination of one or more of these forms (Pomeroy, p, 13)»
In a critical essay, Sidney Hook sees the invocation of
Marx's ideas, in revolutionary violence, as a way of grasping
power and of diverting attentions from the employment of demo¬
cratic means toward socialism. As he explains, in traditional
Marxism "revolution can be violence or peaceful depending upon
the presence of democratic political possibilities , , , "
(Hook, p, 271), Recollecting the fact that in the mid-Nine-
teenth century there was but little chance of introducing social
change through parliamentary channels. Hook claims, the margi¬
nal emphasis of violence means, by Marx and Engels, seems tri¬
vial in the face of their emphasis in regard to peaceful ins¬
truments, Engels' explicit utterance that the proletariat would
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install its dictatorship through political channels of bourgeois
parliamentary system reflects his discord with Blanqui's
and Bakumn’s anarchism. This, according to Hook, makes
Orthodox Marxism’s disapproval of violent revolutions unequivo-
eail, what has brought up all this confusion about whether
to take a parliamentary path or armed struggle toward achie¬
ving socialism, relates, he suggests, to the fact that
"Leninist revisionists of Marx has been read back into the
Marxist position, (Hook, pp, 271-72),
Adam Shaff, an outstanding authority on Marxism, also
debates, though in a different fashion, Marx’s advocacy of
social changn through violence, Marxist theory of social revo¬
lution constitutes two sides, one broad and one narrow, says
Shaff, The first case refers to a "change in the social for¬
mation,,,, a qualitative change in the social base and in the
social superstructure;" whereas, in the narrov/ sense, quanti¬
tative changes v;ithin a given formation, changes which are
termed ’social reforms,’ mark the distinction. In both cases,
theoretically, a peaceful and a violent alteration is possible,
but what is important is the fact that a qualitative change in
the social progression does befall at a certain moment, some¬
thing Hegel referred to as ’qualitative Jinnp, ’ In this rela¬
tion Shaff (1973:264) ^dds:
Nov/ the concept of revolution in the narrower sense of
the term is connected vn.th the way in which that "jump"
takes place; in this sense "revolution" means a violent
change, brought about v/ith the use of physical violence,
as distinct from "evolution" which in this sense means
a peaceful development through a gradual accumulation
of quantitative changes.
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It should be noted, Shaff suggests, that even the evo¬
lutionary, peaceful aspect of Marx's theory of social change
does not lack, if interpreted as above, the concept of class
struggle in the Marxian sense. It is rather "a special case of
bringing such a revolution into effect," (1973: 264).
In the sutdy of collective action, investigation of
Lenin's contributions becomes inevitable. These contributions,
in terms of both intellectual and direct experiences, are of
great value. In this relation, understanding Lenin's overall
perception of the methods and forms of warfare and violence,
v;hich are directly Marxist interpretation, is indispensable,
A notion roughly outlined at the beginning of his 1906 "Guer¬
rilla V/arfare" article (in Pomeroy, p, 95)*
What are the fundamental demands v/hich every Marxist
should make of an examination of the question of
forms of struggle? [Marxism3 recognizes the most
varied forms of struggle, and it does not "concoct"
them, but only generalizes, organizes, gives cons¬
cious expression to those forms of struggle of the
revolutionary classes which arises of themselves in
the course of the movement. Absolutely hostile to
all abstract formulas and to all doctrinaire recipes,
Marxism demands an attentive attitude to the mass
struggle in progress, which as the movement developes,
as the class-consciousness of the classes grov/s, as
economic and political crises become acute, conti¬
nually gives rise to new and more varied methods of
defense and attack, Marxism, therefore, positively
does not reject any form of struggle.
Lenin's support of group action and mass struggle is
rather a repetitive topic. Not only did he reject the idea of
following any certain forms of group violence, but he also
"v/arned against reckless ventures which, as a rule, cause a
senseless waste of lives and end in retreat," notes Luis
Corvalan, a Chilean Marxist Leninist, (in Pomeroy, p, 326).
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Too often Lenin has made it clear that it is a choice of the
leadership of the masses as to what method of struggle to
choose; but what definitely can not be ignored is first of
all a "detailed examination of the concrete situation" in
respect to both the movement and the historical development
of the society. The participants of mass struggle, says Lenin,
must learn the tactics, the methods and the procedures of
going about the enactment of popular action rather than inven¬
ting them (Osanka quoted in Putsay, p, 26), He found himself .
in full agreement with Kautsky "that the coming crises will
introduce new forms of struggle that we are nov/ unable to
foresee" (Lenin's "Guerrilla Warfare", in Pomeroy, p, 85)•
As referred to earlier, Lenin believes struggle or inter¬
nal war is a Marxist phenomenon. Likewise, he thought Marxists
should regard class struggle and, therefore, internal war as
its inevitable outgrowth, a manifestion of social relation¬
ships. In this, instead of taking it as an abnormality or a
demoralizing affair, one would not hesitate to ignite the flames
of guerrilla v/arfare when the situation is deemed i*ipened.
But, not to be mistaken, Lenin, by no means, v/as interested
in individual or isolated armed struggle. He sav/ it as the
reponsibility of the "party of the proletariat" to engage
itself in revolutionary struggle to crumble the exploitative
system of capitalism (Lenin's "Guerrilla Warfare", in Pomeroy,
pp. 90-91).
However, v/ith all the advocacy of group uprising, Lenin
was very cautious to point out that no matter v/hat method of
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violence is used, or to v;hat extend that method is advanced,
collective violence should remain secondary in significance
to the revolutionary process as a whole (Putsay, p, 27), Giap
emphasizes the same point when he indicates ’’insurrection could
not be victorious without a deep and v;ide political movement
waged by the revolutionary masses” CGiap, p. 206),
J,S, Putsay finds two sorts of objectives in Lenin's
pursuit of revolutionary action. One deals with the assas¬
sination of goverment officials and the other vriLth the confis¬
cation of money from both goverment and the private sector to
fund the provision of arms and the sustenance of the organi¬
zation (Putsay, p, 26)* In addition to these', Lenin believed
that liberating violence leads to a bridge of association
between the class-conscious proletariat and lower social groups,
therefore, maMng the uprising massive and vhLdespraad (Lenin's
’’Guerrilla V/arfare," in Pomeroy, p, 92),
Although the Chinese revolution was implemented on a
path peculiar to itself, it was directed, comments Pomeroy,
by Marxist-Leninist guidelines of popular action. Still, this
is not to say that Mao Tse-Tung ever paused in his effort to
bring Marxist-Leninist into a new light and depth by his own
contributions (Pomeroy, p, 26), Mao defines revolution as
”an insurrection, an act of violence by which one class over¬
throws another,” Endorsing violence under the demand of revo¬
lutionary goals does not mean, however, that Mao had a pro¬
digal commendation for "Violence as an end in itself; rather,
he approved it as an instrument for overthrowing ’’the deep-
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rooted authority of the landlords which has lasted thousands
of years” by the peasants. (Ch'en, p. 87). To do so, not only
everybody has to fight but also he has to learn "thousand
ways of killing" the enemy (A. Bouc, p. 127). After all, it
should not be mistaken that because Mao advocated the utili¬
zation of violence for revolutionary purposes, he may have
also stood for mere "guerrillaism" as a workable instrument
toward a basic social change. Not true. He, rather, believed
such warfare method could be combined and used with other
forms of civic actions for the destruction and annihilation
of the enemy (Pomeroy, p, 26),
Hanah Arendt*s objection is that Mao's brand of violence
is an "entirely non-Marxist conviction," Seeing such violence
as excessive, she believes that though Marx v/as aware of the
conducive effect of violence he still downplayed its role
because, he thought, the internal contraditions inherent in
)l
the capitalistic mode of relations, even more than violence,
woiild cause the downfall of the system (Arendt, p, 11), Of
course, Arendt ignores the fact that though Mao proclaimed
himself Marxist-Leninist, his tactics to accomplish social
change were different. In other words, though he in strategy
remained Marxist-Leninist, but based on China's peculair
context, he took different measures in achieving his goal.
As Ch'en reports, Mao saw the history of man as passing
through three stages of peaceful, war and peaceful eras. The
first stage coincided with the early human societies; the war
epoch is now almost ending; and the awakening masses of the
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people of the v/orld are taking action to enhance the final
peaceful stage. The latter will be fulfilled when people
eventually come to govern their ovm socioeconomic and poli¬
tical lives by themselves. The present transitory war period
involves two kinds of struggle: revolutionary and counter-
' revolutionary. The peaceful age for a human collective soci¬
ety would be sustained only if the counter-revolutionary bour¬
geois class is dealt with ruthlessly and thoroughly (Ch'en,
p, 86), It is not to be mistaken that the unconventional wars
against the feudual or bourgeois establishments should be,
clarifies Mao, solely militaristic; rather, they are or must
be veiv/ed as "leading political works at the same time" (Mao,
in Pomeroy, p, 174)» Mao's revolutionary violence against the
"enemies of the masses," therefore, takes on a different mean¬
ing v/hen seen in this light. It is a violence against the
forces which are trying to block a fundamental transformation
of society (Bienen, p. 46).
Among the philosophers of violence, taken up in this
paper, Sartre is one, along vd.th Fanon and Sorel, who does not
hesitate to suggest the application of violence at the indivi¬
dual level. Such a view sets up a sharp difference, Arendt
explains, between Sartre and Marx. The latter and his follov/-
ers thought of violence only as a means "to reopen the blocked
road of historical progress" to a more advanced level of socie
tal development..." (Arendt, p. 247). Again, while Marx is con
cerned primarily vd.th "the alteration of man on a mass scale,"
Sartre, instead supports the liberation of individual through
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singular acts of violence, a prospect of not much signifi¬
cance, if any, in Marxian thinking (Arendt, p. 89).
V/hat is the premise of Sartre’s advocacy of individu¬
alistic violence? It goes back to the belief, adhered to by
Sartre, that the world is held together by scarcity. Short¬
age and scarcity have brought men face to face with violence
and counter-violence, Sartre would say. They have not only
shaped the history of man but also have shaped man himself. It
is, Sartre would conclude, through scarcity and shortage of
material that human interaction and social conflict become
understandable. In struggles for the sustenance of needs and
necessities, each man finds the other an antagonist whose
first intention is to deprive him of his ovm basic needs,
Sartre summerizes the whole proposition, notes Crauston, in
a statement set forth by one of his characters in a play entitled
"No Exit": "Hell is other people," Again, Cranston explains,
the idea bounces back onto the principle in Sartre's think¬
ing that "the only possible relation between people are those
which tend toward the sadistic and those which tend tov;ard
the masochism" and the idea that each individual's actions
toward the other are basically attempts to objectify "Other"
and to seige their liberty (Cranston, pp, 21-23).
Among various critics of Sartre, Arendt, dovmplays the
efficacy of individual violence; as she comments, if violence
was such remedy of human drama, then "revenge would be the
cure-all for mast of our ills" (Arendt, p. 20). T.C, Anderson
disagrees. To him, using violence in some situations seems
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inevitable. There are occasions where one has to choose betv/een
various evils. Trying to avoid action from the fear that it
may hurt innocent people may result in collaboration, by
virtue-of silence, v;ith the violators of human rights. The
conditions under which Sartre viev;s enactment of violence as
permissible, says Anderson, make the action admissible (Ander¬
son, p. 136).
However, by the time of the publication of Critique de
la raison 'dialectique. I960, Sartre sought a more economic
premise to human conflict than he had previously rendered.
This shift is thought to be related to Sartre's greater
conviction to socialist revolution than previous times. In
this manner, he perceived the achievement of universal change
in various societies by the working class as a v/ay of allevia¬
ting scarcity if not eliminating it altogether (Cranston,
pp. 23-24).
Ernesto Guevara, on the other hand, is credited for "his
addition of the urban dimension to guerrilla warfare" and to
the Leninist-Marxist perspective of revolutionary violence
(Pustay, p, 46). But, before that, as one of the leaders of
the Cuban Revolution, Guevara is more often associated v/ith
popular uprising in rural areas. His pronouncements in this
sphere of collective action have a close resemblance to those
of Mao. The approximation of Guevara's and Mao's viev/s, as
Pustay points out, has led some to call Guevara's ideas a
"cony" of those of Mao, Yet, as the same author acknowledges,
Guevara's contributions to unconventional war are felt clearly
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in the "initiatory phase of insurgency warfare" and urban
affray as well (Pustay, p. 49),
There is an argument about whether Guevara’s brand of
partisan action, which launches liberating violence against
the representative of the oppressor class—the state, with
^ fairly small band of revolutionaries, pays any heed to
social conditions and political awareness of the masses.
Guevara believed, interprets Pomeroy, that guerrilla war would
lead to the creation of politicaOL awareness and, in turn, po¬
litical violence at large (Pomeroy, p, 282), In his book
Guerrilla Warfare, Guevara does not, however, seem to complete¬
ly warrant such an inference (Guevara, p, 2):
, . , [Tljt is not to be thought that all conditions
for revolution are going to be created through the
impulse given to them by guerrilla activity. It
must always be kept in mind that there is a necess¬
ary mi ni minn without which the establishment and
consolidation of the first center is not practiceable.
Moreover, Guevara trusted that war is governed by a num¬
ber of scientific laws; the neglect of such laws would lead to
defeat. In like manner, he elaborated that partisan action
"as a phase of war" abides not only by such scientific laws
but "because of its special aspects, a series of corollary
laws must also ..be recognized in order: to. carry it forward"
(Guevara, p, 3)»
Some of the significant contributions made by Guevara
relate to his experience in the Cuban Revolution, It was his
belief that collective action could defeat the contending army
and also lead to the widespread awareness of the people regard¬
ing their socioeconomic lives. Guevara especially emphasized
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the importance of these findings because they refuted the stance
that revolutionary forces should procrastinate until "all con¬
ditions" were readied for popular uprising though, as indicated
earlier, he admits "a necessary minimum" of social cognizance
is required before initiating action (Guevara, pp. 1-2), For
him, a revolutionary fighter's aim is to unseat and abolish a
system whose very existence is based on legal violence, and
v/hose very function is to uphold a set of socioeconomic rela¬
tionships by v/hich one class exploits the rest of the people,
Guevara sustained that those taking up such a cause would be
supported, as the armed struggle continued by the deprived
populace (Guevara, p, 32).
It is not to be mistaken, comments Debray, that Guevara's
propagation of internal war is a eulogization of violence or a
celebration of adventurism, nor has he meant to take violence
as an end in itself. Rather, says Debray, he perceived violence
as an instrument to enhance the cause of the people in over¬
throwing a political apparatus which thrives by violating the
right of the people for self-government and a society of equals
(Debray, p, 302),
Some five to six decades prior to the fonnulation of
Guevara's revolutionary theory, George Sorel had yearned for
a different form of struggle against the desolute values of
the bourgeois class and its rotten social system, V^hereas
Guevara supports peasantry movements with an eye on the urban
guerrilla, Sorel's beloved revolutionary force is composed of
the syndicate proletarian, a class with a predestination,
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according to Sorel, to fight against "the decaying bourgeois
world" in order to reestablish a new social system and, there¬
fore, a new civilization (Talmon, p, 5).
Sorel's profound conviction that only the proletariat
could eventually bring the bourgeois society to its demise
developed in fact out of his adoption of Marxism regarding the
proletariat's position in the production relations. Talmon
does not agree that Sorel's admittance of socialism had any¬
thing to do v/ith his personal, subjunctive feeling condem¬
ning capitalism or a sense of sympathy vri.th the exploited.
Instead, Talmon asserts, it was Sorel's admiration of "Scien¬
tific socialism" in contrast to other philosophies which, in
the final analysis, were "delivered to accident," that directed
him in embracing Marxism. Sorel thought that unlike other '
"abstract ideologism of intellectuals" which represent vague
conjectures, imagines or emotional states," the nev; social
science, Marxism, could be employed for "registering facts"
(Talmon, pp, 49-50),
In the same manner, the Marxist affirmation that man is-
inseparable from the means of his subsistance and its'.assertion
that "the producers," the v;orkers, constitute the only creative
forces of the societies (Arendt, p, 72) influenced Sorel to the
point that he turned to the proletariat not only as "bearers
of a new morality and civilization, but the single authentic
force to overturn the old system in order to reinstitute.one
anew.
More than any other form of struggle, Sorel's proletariat
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resorts to strikes to dismantle the capitalist order, Talmon
traces back Sorel's fascination with this sort of violence to
the early years of the 20th century when some of the greatest
proletarian showdowns against the owners of the means of pro¬
duction had taken place. In association v;ith those occasions,
explains Talmon, there had ascended, at the time, the confi¬
dence that a revolutionary change in social system could be
realized through the proletariat's efforts all over the v/orld.
In the same way, the hope had risen that follovriLng the workers'
success, igniting international wars would be unthinkable. To
keep the aspiring faiths alive, Sorel coined the myth of General
Strike in order "to inspire and sustain the proletariat in
their heroic struggle," Need to mention that the general strike,
in the cast of a grand and unanimous struggle by the v/orkers
of all nations, v/as perceived, by Sorel, to eventually creep
in after some long battles of demonstrations, in smaller
local forms, had been fought. These smaller battles were
thought beneficial because they could prepare the workers for
the final great General Strike (Talmon, p, 54)•
History of Violence against Blacks in the United States
Though Blacks, first as slaves and later as second
class citizens, have been, in general, subject to immense re¬
pression and exploitation on this side of the Atlantic, the
purpose of this paper is to mainly concentrate on the treat¬
ment they have specifically received within the boundaries of
the United States, Three quarters of the time the Negro has
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spent in this country^ has been consumed in slavery, there¬
fore, making it inevitable to begin our discussion with a
brief explanation of this system. Along Vidth that some of
the metaphysical, racial and theoretical underpinings which
have served, from the beginning, the sustenance of slavery
in the United States will be identified. Finally, various
forms of violence, physical, psychological, structural and
economic, that were administered against Blacks will be
accounted for.
"Manhood lost in chattelhood," so is defined slavery
by Fredrick Douglass, one of the most eloquent anti-slavery
orators. An ex-slave, Douglass foxmd in slavery all villai¬
nies that man possibly could do against man. In this "vic¬
torious crime" the slaves were viev/ed as non-sentient beings—
they were taken as things and therefore lived "the life of
living deaths," (Douglass, 1970). Reduction of humans to
the position of beasts, as slavery did, embodied, in essence,
enormous consequences. It deprived the Negro from acting on
his ov;n will, tortured him at overv;ork, restricted him at the
edge of darkness by denying him learning and education, ripped
him off from the benefits of his labors, preached him of his
etemail sin because of his dark skin, and denied him of any
justice or claim of justice. This "the most gigaatic system
1. Benjamin Brawley (p. 2) cites 1525 as the date of the arrival
of the first cargo of Negroes to Jamestovm, Virginia,
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of oppression and inequality” did, too, "bartered, leased,
mortgaged, bequeathed, invoiced, shipped in cargoes, stored
as goods” Negroes in its entangling web, (Friends of the
Negroes, Series 1; 1-2),
As appalling as it was, the wicked institution lasted
for over three centurias without virtually a single major
threat to its existence. The fact that slaves, as the most
powerless side in the game, could not have launched a deter-
mining fight to overthrow the system may answer one part of
our question about the reasons underlying the persistence of
slavery. On the other hand, there laid, at the foundation
of the system, a multitude of metaphysical, racial and theo¬
retical assumptions upon which the master class relied hea¬
vily, In addition, an assortment of forces and measures were
utilized to secure the continuation of the system which,
based on the propagation, was cast to be just, "The ideas
of the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling ideas,”
explained Marx and Engels in The German Ideology, (Freedman,
p, 214), And the era of slavery in the United States was no
exception. Before the advent of what was to be called "social
science” or "scientific” knowledge, the master class had the
religious interpretations at its disposal. There rose a vast
literature of biblical interpretations supporting:.andt enhan¬
cing slavery as legitimate. So did augment, when religion
2. Herbert Aptheker account for 250 slave insurrections none of
v;hich led to success.
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lost its grib, a combination of numerous racial and scien¬
tific arguments picturing Negroes as biologically underdeve¬
loped.
One of the earliest explanations expounding the non-
wrongfulness of the Negro subjugation centered around the
idea that they were heathen. The same belief was upheld
against Indians, Under the protection of this myth both the
Negroes and Indians were religated to non-human levels,,
therefore, to.the position of beasts, Animalization done,
securing the Negro’s neck under the yoke of slavery and anni¬
hilating the Indians, then, did not bother any conscience,
(S.M. Willhelm, p. 137).
Of course, the attempt to keep Negroes un-Christian did
not hold on very long. As a resxilt, the slaveholders came
face to face with the moral objection that Christians ought
not to enslave Christians, To no one’s surprise a new inter¬
pretation of the Bible was furaished helping to circumvent
this obstacle. It became known that baptizing did not neces¬
sarily set a slave free. As a result laws began passing in
confirmation of the scripture (Brawley, p, 14).
The religious interpretations, in support of the system,
took different forms and touched upon numerous subjects at
difeerent times. But, the greatest emphasis leaned toward
the socialization of the slaves in adopting their obligation
and duty to their masters and the incumbency upon them to
perform and discharge their tasks to the best satisfaction
of the owners, "Be Obedient and meek" constituted largest
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proportion of the sermons evangelized to the slaves, Aptheker
quotes a British who "solemnly" asserts that in all forty
years that he was "intimately acquainted with the religious
opprtunities of the slave," in North Carolina, he saw no
sermon lectured with but one constant theme: "the obligations
and duties of the slaves to their master," (Aptheker, 1964:
15). Witness to that stands Fredrick Douglass* own experiences
as a slave. His recollection (pp, 212-213) of some of the
teaching he and the other slaves had received, at St, Michael,
in one part, reads as:
V/e were taught the duty of obedience to our master;
to recognize God as the author of our enslavement;
to regard running away an offense, alike against
God and man; to deem our enslavement a merciful and
beneficial arrangement; to esteem our condition, in
this country, a paradise to that from which we had
been snatched iri Africa; to consider our hard hands
and dark color as God's mark of displeasure, and
as the proper subjects of slavery; that the rela¬
tion of master and slave was one of reciprocal
benefits , , , ,
Of course, for some social forces the Negro plight and
his debased condition was not all that convenient to support.
This meager social segment may have hoped that the Negro, one
day, be granted some opportunity or be treated hixmanely. To
this voice, a Rev, Slaughter pronounced a flat no: "Sir, no
dream in the Arabian Tales was ever more vain, mischievous, and
visionary" than such expectations, said the Reverend, To his
interpretation, the Almighty God had put between Blacks and
whites "a visible mark, an impassible gulf" which no human
decision is able to overcome or connect so the Negro could
cross over to share political and social equality v/ith whites.
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(Friends of the Negro, Series 6:3).
At individual or organizational levels, the religious
leadership assisted the ruling masters out of religious, moral
and legal entanglements whenever a query rose to create a
problem. In order to smooth the path for the owners in selling
or purchasing a member of a slave family (two male-female coha¬
bitants with children) without raising ethical questions about
breaking apart families, the ministers of the River Baptist
Association ruled that such separation bore resemblance to
that taking place by death. Understandably, to the minister,
the separation was not to be viewed a contrast to the prin¬
ciple of the Church, In the contrary, they reasoned that since
the slave, if sold, has obeyed in accordance with his master’s
v/ishes, his separation, in the eye of God, v/ould be viewed as
inevitable as death, hence, beyond the power of the church's
censure (Friends of the Negro, Series 8:12),
Among elaborate attempts in defense of slavery, and in
refutation of the perception that slavery v;as evil, stands
a pamphlet published 1844» in Penfield, Georgia, by "A Baptist
Minister." The idea of evilness of slavery and its immoral
aptness are both repudiated by the author.
Beginning v/ith the definition of morality, a moral law
regulates or makes distinction between the right and v/rong,
explains the minister. Thus, what it does contrast with such
a law indicates immorality. The lav;s v/hich could best regulate
piople's manner tov/ard each other and the God are those composed
by the Divine Being; and these codes are presented in the Old
and New Testaments, the minister adds. In the same fashion,
any comment in disparity with or in deviation from these laws
would reflect immorality and falsehood, Furthemore, because
the Scriptures, claims the author, recognizes slavery and makes
no suggestion to its evilness, so, proposing views to the con¬
trary run in direct opposition to the Omniscient, therefore,
they must be considered acts of defiance and immoral.
The Georgian minister believes, however, that God’s
recognition of slavery does not, in any way, indicate His lack
of awareness of the problems involved. In fact, to Him the
system represents, the minister interprets, a 'social evil,'
But, at the same time. His understanding that its eradication
required prior extensive change played an indisputable role. To
the effect that such change was perceived unrealizable, abstain¬
ing from opposing the institution became inevitable by God,
Hence, it is understood that if He had advised to the contrary,
the abolition of slavery would have inflamed a conflict between
the two classes, the masters and slaves, "throughout the civi¬
lized world," ("A Baptist Minister," pp, 9-17).
To disprove that slavery constitutes no immoral tenden¬
cies either, the author distinguishes between a slaveholder and
a non-slaveholder—one with.and the other without dependent.
This difference entertains two positive feelings in the former
group, says the minister. First that it increases a feeling
of responsibility in the slaveholder; second that because of
discharging that responsibility a "sanctifying , , , influence"
exerts upon his heart. To clarify, the author draws an
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analogy between slaveholding and parent-child dependency re¬
lationship, The dependency of the child creates, in the parent,
a sense of concern and care, the forces of which make him anxi¬
ous to discharge his responsibility for the child’s welfare.
After all, the outmost concern of the parent is "to bring }ip
his children in the nurture and admonition of the Lord," The
same prevails, claims the "Baptist Minister," in the master-
slave relationship. While the slave owner endeavors toward
bettering his own life, he is, at the same time, laboring
for the welfare of his servant. As such endeavor harbors spiri¬
tual gratification unto hearts, not doing so "retards the
growth of piety," Therefore, these are the slavemasters who
should be regarded as practicing Christians not those abandoing
the slavery relations (MA Baptist Minister," pp, 22-24).
Ontological speculations were not the sole supportive
forces the master class used to its advantage. Under the en¬
deavor of elite intellectuals, there developed one of the most
complicated political philosophies of the Western World, after
the Enlightenment, in the United States, observes Myrdal, The
new philosophy which basically tried to safeguard the Southern
social system, combined certain biblical interpretations and
the idea of Negro racial inferiority and openly deemed the
human inequality a fundamental principle of a just social
scheme, A ramification of old conservatism, the new theory
saw master-slave order basic to a rational social system v/hich
could be equated with the long envisioned "socialism," with¬
out conflict of interest and labor as its capital. The school
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denounced societal change and proclaimed social static as a
perfect model of social order to be followed and maintained. It
rejected critics that slavery was either wicked or wrong; in
contrast, the institution Vi/as perceived "a positive good"
beneficial to all parties involved. Furthermore, it found no
flav; in the social system in which "an ideal division of labor"
existed on one pole, and on the other, the masters, the bene¬
factors; in such order, it was thought, each class knew, dis¬
tinctly, its task and responsibilities; therefore, at the basis
of its socioeconomic relationships there laid cooperation
rather than conflict (Myrdal, pp, 441-42),
But, as v/e now knov;, the "ideal social order" needed more
safeguards in the face of the onslaught of changes effected
worldwide, in general, and in America, in particular. So, the
ruling master class, before the Civil War, and white racism,
after the war, managed to employ other areas of human knowledge
to propagate its wishes. In both eras, it became inescapable
to the ruling segment to seek assistance from modern and more
complicated, yet acceptable, methods of projecting Blacks as
inferior, therefore, showing that they deserved their lov; social
status. One such knowledge employed was social science v;hich,
in words of Ralph Ellison, from its inception became closely
bound with American Negro destiny (R, Ellison, p, 83).
Among pre-Civil War scientists devoted to the question of
race and race relations, J. H, Van Evrie ranks high. An M,D, by
profession, he tried to study the matter from the perspective of
different sciences. In his physiological studies he claims to
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have spent "several years" on the question of the specific
traits of the Negro in order to respond to the popular "fall¬
acies" spread around by the Northern abolititionists.
Beginning with the question of the origin of mankind,
Van Evrie rejects the idea of one-species man and believes that
mankind originated in different localities v/ith "several dis¬
tinct species." at the lov;est rung of which Negro resides, and
at the highest corner the white man^. But, he stresses, there
remains no doubt that God created them all. Nevertheless, accord¬
ing to the author of Negro and Negro Salvery. the matter of
origin of man does not carry as much significance as it does
the fact of diversity of the human races. The indisputable
diversity alludes, he claims, to some specific differences in
the character of the races, pointing out to the relative capa¬
bilities of various forms of man. Determined by "organic exis¬
tence," each organism, from the simplest to the most elaborate
l'
one, exercises its own adaption to its tasks and duties that
the Creator has assigned to it. Tasks and duties, in turn, are
related to the level of complexity of faculty of each species
and functions thereof; such distinction could be examplified,
says Van Evire, by the diverse levels of complexities of human
organs. Whereas the more sophisticated parts perform highly
complicated functions, the less advanced ones do not. However,
the "eternal truth" intimates that among human races, Negro
3, The order of advancement of various races of man,
according to Van Evrie, are: Negro, Esquimauz, Aborigi¬
nal American, Malay or Oceanic, Mogolian, Caucasian,
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remains an inferior because of its less "advanced organization;"
due to the limited growth of his faculty, Negro’s mental abili¬
ty cannot carry on beyond a low social status. Van Evrie asserts*
Therefore, he concludes, to raise the question of "equality"
between Negroes and whites requires a rather "blind fanati¬
cism," Being a fact rather than a priciple, equality is in¬
evitable between members of one species of man; whereas, to
demand equality between those created unequal is to exercise
an outrage on nature (Van Evrie, pp. 2-9),
Not only Van Evrie devoted much of his "psuedo-scientific"
efforts, to justify slavery and the subordinate position of the
Black, a number of other attempts, especially after the Civil
War, were made in a similar fashion by others. In a pen-
etrading article, Rhett Jones categorizes the apoligists' views
into three main areas, at the bottom line of all of which lays
the "proof" of Black inferiority. As preposterous as it may look
now, the result of almost all scientific tests, though based on
physical reality, pointed out to the same thing: less advanced
Negro race than whites, says Jones,
Sociological approach, the first category, depended
heavily upon observation of social life among Blacks, From
these observations three different perspectives developed:
the first became known as the "instinct school," the second
comprised those concentrating on the peculiarities of the
Negro's social life .and finally those studying the Negro's
character traits, N, S, Shaler, of the first group, thought
there was a "natural repugnance" between Blacks and wMtes
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which seemed to stem from the variance in their race. To him,
the feeling of despise was felt among members of both races.
To support his position, Shaler pointed out to the hostility
among various species of lower animals and added that such
animosity must be due to rise, to a higher level, among
human species. Therefore, Shaler concludes, in antagonism
among human races the enslavement of one by another becomes
the enescapable outcome, U, G, Weatherby had reached the same
conclusion when he spoke of possible aversion amid persons
of different races. According to him the unresembling phy¬
sical appearance between Blacks and whites testifies to such
aversion.
Of the second school. Van Evrie, commenting on the way
of life among Negroes, argues that because of the sense of
isolation, Negroes are probably incapable of transmitting
anything to new generations. After discussing the achievements
I
of various races, he maintains that Bl.cks have not been able-- -
to contribute to the world civilization. This lack of- accomplish¬
ment implied, says Van Evrie, to the want of ingenuity .'an.d ex-
cusion in Negro race. In the later part of the Nineteenthi-: ..
century, Phillip Bruce, too, exemplified Negroes’ primitive
living conditions as indication of their tendency toward
"native African type," By this he means an apt reversion to
savagery and uncivility, notes Jones, A journalist by profes¬
sion, Bruce argues while education could help whites to better
themselves, it loses its effectiveness when taught to the
Negroes, A, P, Comstock rather saw Blacks lack of interest
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in home ownership as sign of racial inferiority, Alfred Stone,
acknowledging Negro race as one of the oldest races of human
kind, contends that against such background. Blacks have not
yet been able to progress in their habitant Africa, whereas,
other races, though younger, have managed to push themselves
forward. In response to arguments standing for the achievement
of some Blacks, Stone believed those succeeded were mulattoes.
The third school included those basing their conten¬
tion upon Negro's personal character and moral attitudes.
Their inferences also, generally, pointed out to Black in¬
feriority, One group asserts that Blacks v;ere, despite
horrid historical experiences, carefree, cheerful and easy¬
going people, E, Wilson, early Twentieth century, contends
to the prevalence of such characteristics among Blacks, He
sees Black man without sense of revenge, without prolonged
depression, and without enmity toward his adversaries. He
thought Negro, in contrast to non-Negro could be rekindled
with little reward after a grievous "injury. These asser¬
tions, essentially, implied that Blacks were less of a man,
and that their cheerfulness and sense of forgiveness indi¬
cated their cherishment of the "place" they were, explains
Jones, In addition, all these assessments tried to project
the Negro as immature and childlike, N, S, Shaler had ar¬
gued, in one of his late articles, that left alone the Negro
goes uncontrollable; v/hat the Black man needs "is the firm
hand of the master race," he emphasizes, Mecklin, another
social scientist of early Iwentieth century, finds Negro's
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behavior "hopelessly immoral," a sign of his inferiority to
white.
To prove Blacks inferiority another scientific approach
utilized was psychological evaluation. Though this method
involved more complex experiments than the sociological studies,
nevertheless, the conclusions reached projects similar results.
The undertaking of psychological procedures contained control¬
ling for some factors involved. This, in turn, led to some
nev; insights in scientific understanding. But, because the
scientists' overall perspectives were dominated by the social
beliefs of the society within which they lived, even the new
findings which could have rejected the stereotype Blacks were
explained away, notes Jones, A clear example of such resear¬
ches is the test run by William Pyle from University of Miss¬
ouri, In an earlier report Pyle had reached the conclusion
that Blacks' level of intelligence rose barely to two-third
of whites. However, he later administered some tests in v;hich
he controlled for social factors; different outcomes surfaced,
Pyle found students of higher class Black families were,
academically, better than those of the lower stratum. More¬
over, the former group nearly stood, in their educational
ability, at the same level as that of white counterparts.
Yet, to resolve the academic difference between Blacks of
the low and high status, Pyle put forth two hypotheses. One
that the gap between the two group manifested the determining
influence of social environment and not the race. Relating
it to biological elements, his second explanation resolved
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that perhaps it was due to white blood that some of the Blacks
had been able to manage a higher social position than others
of their race. Hence, a reverse to the mulatto theory again.
As Jones observes, among the scientists of the time,
Pyle exhibits an atypical attitude in his admittance that,
controlling for social factors. Blacks could nearly equate
those of whites; others v/ere much less inclined to step beyond
what the society of their time had presupposed, Jordan, for
example, ran a psychological test on Blacks, mulattoes and
whites. He claims the lighter the skin of the first tv;o were,
the closer they became, in their mental reactions to environment,
to whites. In all, in areas v/here Blacks shov/ed better scores,
the explanation resolved that those areas were of less sign!?-
ficance.
Finally there developed a physiological approach to the
race problem. In short, such investigation dealt with "con¬
crete, real and physical" data; thus, it was more troublesome
than other tests to argue away its test results. Nonethe¬
less, the procedure of repudiating one's own conclusions,
v;henever they favored Blacks, continued among the investigators
of this science as well.
In earlier decades it was perceived, for example, that
there existed a positive relationship between one's level of
intellegence and the size of his skull; therefore, tests were
administered to determine the Blacks' level of mental growth
in comparison to whites. At the turn of the century, R, B,
Bean v/as one of the scholars to do such evaluation. He mea¬
sured the size of the brains of 100 Blacks and whites; his
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assessment is that Blacks' brains are smaller in size and vo¬
lume comparing to the other race. Moreover, the compared
skulls were believed to belong to Blacks of different social
status, while those of whites were said to belong to the low¬
er stratum of this race. The argument centered around the
claim that unlike Blacks, only whites of lower bracket would
have disclaimed the bodies of their desceaseds. By this,
again, the inevitable conclusion was that though Blacks of
all social strata had been compared to lower whites, the for¬
mer's level of intelligence showed smaller growth,
A different investigation was launched by R. M. Brache,
from University of Pennsylvania, to determine the extention
of the growth of the nerve system of the Blacks in comparison
to those of Indians and whites. Theorizing that Blacks,
Indians and whites represented three levels of complexity of
the nerve system from, respectively, low, middle, to high, .
Brache decided to examine their reaction time to electric
stimuli, Hypotesizing the reaction time of the whites the
slowest, because of their highly- advanced-nerve-system,-he
predicted the Blacks would have the fastest:.reaction, due'to
their less complex system; he placed the Indians in between.
Hov/ever, the outcome did not quite make it to the expecta¬
tion, That is, though v/liites responded the slowest, Indians'
reflexes were faster than those of the Biacks, But, such '
sequel did not encourage the scientist in rethinking his
hypothesis. Instead, the fastest reaction time of the Indians
showed, according to Brache, that the man of this race "had
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deliberately cultivated what natural quickness he had;" but
indolent Blacks, suffering from a decline in their native abi¬
lities, have undergone a slov;dov/n in their nerve system re¬
flexes.
Consequently, neither the theories required a refor¬
mulation nor the popular assumptions of race relations. The
consclusions reached by the scientists of various approaches
were not coincidently arrived at; the results attained as such
best served the perptuation of a vicious circle in the mesh of
v/hich one race was to govern another (R. S, Jones, pp, 119-34),
The make-believe power of theoretical, ontological
speculations as v/ell as scientific sompositions were not suf¬
ficient enough, in themselves, to secure the continuation of the
type of race relations that the ruling class desired. Other mea¬
sures V’lere needed to guarantee the required control over the sub¬
ordinate race. Based on such need, the white ruling class used
physical violence to assure Black subjugation, physically; resorted
to psychological violence to control him mentally; enforced struc- .
tural violence to guarantee his containment institutionally.
Finally, as it was the'intended end result of administering these
methods of control, stripped the Black man out of the fruits of
his laber, a process v;hich in itself amounted to economic violence
against him,
PHYSICAL VIOLENCE, Dehumanization of the colored man,
in the form of violation of his individual rights, started,
in fact, on the shores of Africa v;here Europeans began their
human trade, in Negroes, to the coasts of the New World (Frazier,
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1968:34). And that violation did continue through his journey
and then on the soil of this country.
From the beginning to restrict the slave's physical
movement numerous laws and regulations were passed and some,
put into effect by masters themselves. The lav/s, in a de¬
tailed manner, determined the extent of any one action a
slave was to make in the routine of the daily affairs (Myrdal,
P. 531). To guarantee the sustenance of these rules, of
course, some equally extensive law enforcement organizations
v;ere required. So became necessary the establishment of
various armed forces. Regular troops, militiamen, and guards
were respectively formed at the national, state and city
levels. In addition, there erected mounted bodies of patrols
and police which all assisted the maintainance of the system
and become, thereafter, the'.principal tools of repression
(Aptheker, p, 13). Moreover, the containment of the slaves
at, say, the plantation limits was under yet another horrid
form of control. The domain of the master, overseer and the
slavedriver, each plantation and vrarkplace took the freedom
in concocting its own mode of restrain. Recalling Colonel
Lloyd’s planation, where he was a slave, Douglass reports
that the place had "its own language, its ov/n rules, regu¬
lations and customs," In this particular "little nation,"
he says, the overseer attended all sides of the affairs re¬
lated to the bonds men. As far he v/as the "accuser, judge,
jury, advocate and executioner" the atrocities against the
slaves can hardly be imagined (Douglass, p, 49).
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In general, the masters saw their slaves as working
animals, but in actuality the treatments the slaves recieved
extended far beyond any harm toward the brutes, ^Vhile no
one "kills" an animal to "teach" another of the same a lesson,
slaves were; while no one deliberately "punishes" a brute
to "set it straight," slaves v/ere; while no one "lacerates"
a cattle for its "mistakes," slaves v/ere (Friends of the
Negro, Series 7:9). Barbarism against slaves knew no limites
nor had an end. As far there was no law protecting them, nor
any fear of reprisal, legal or otherv/ise, from the slaves, any
white man took it permissible to stop a colored man to either
search or maltreat or arrest or strike at (Douglass, p. 22),
Bodily injury and physical destruction of slaves v/as an un¬
questionable right as far the masters, their immediate kins
and their supervisors were concerned; they left no room for
doubt that they were "under the shield of a perpetual license
to murder," writes H. R, Helper in 1857 (Myrdal, p, 531).
V/hereas the slaveholder's and the overseer's side of
the events v/as never to be questioned, the slave's guilt, on
the other hand, was always presumed. Consequently, reports
Douglass, while numerous colored men got killed, murdered,
beaten to death or simply mutilated, neither a master ever
was indicted nor any law enforcement agency bothered to invest¬
igate (Douglass, p. 99), In general, a combination of lawless¬
ness and an unejnicable populace belief system, propagated by
the ruling race, created a.n overall mode of thinking toward
slaves that no thinkable atrocity was constrainable.
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Vi/rites the author of "Slavery a System of Inherent Cruelty,"
(pp. 506):
... Slaves in the United States are treated vd.th
babarous inhumanity; , , , they are over-worked,
under-fed, wretched clad and logded, and have in¬
sufficient sleep; , , , they are often made to wear
round their necks iron collars armed v/ith prongs,
to drag heavy chains and v/eights at their feet while
v/orking in the field, and to wear yokes, and bells
and iron horns, . . , they are often kept confined
in the stocks day and night for weeks together,
made to wear gags in their mouths for hours or days,
have some of their front teeth torn out or broken
off, that they may be easily detected when they
run away; , . , they are frequently flogged with
terrible severity, have red pepper rubbed into
their lacerated flesh, and hot brine, spirits of
turpentine 8tc., poured over the gashes to increase
the torture; that they are stripped naked, their
backs and limbs cut v/ith knives, bruised and mangled
by scores and hundreds of blows vn.th paddle . . . ;
... they are often hunted with bloodhounds, and
shot down like beast, or torn in pieces by dogs;
... they are often suspended by the arms and
v^hipped and beaten till they faint. ...
In addition to the unlimited power at disposal of masters
and their employees, there developed the institution of "slave
I
breaking" which it took to finish what the ov;ners and over¬
seers had left undone. Professional tortures, the slave
breakers used whatever technique and method they could utilize
to make tamed, broken beasts out of disobedient individuals.
It is after recollecting the horrendous experiences that he
had received at the hands of a slave breaker that Frederick
Douglass writes "I was broken in body, soul, and spirit. My
natural elasticity was crushed; my intellect languished"
(Douglass, p. 170). V/e have to remember that Douglass at
this time was barely seventeen years of age. In general one
of the devasting effects of continual repression and excruciation.
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to no surprise, manifested in a shockingly short span of
life among slaves. Based on a slaveholders' admittance,
for slaves working on cotton plantations the average of
life amounted to seven years, for those who worked on sugar
plantations it was five (Friends of the Negro, 104:1).
Brutality against slave women did have, in certain
respects, wider dimensions than those exercised upon men.
Normal labor conditions, normal for slaves, which demanded
from both men and women equal work was not the only daily
agony to the. latter. Problems of sexual abuse and child-
rearing added much the same afflictions. At the mercy of male
attendants, Negro woman's sufferings accompanied her through
all phases of her thralldom, Captian of a slave trading ship,
Alexander Falconbridge reports that the officers of slave.,
vessels were left to themselves, in any which way they desired,
to indulge their passions among female slaves (Falconbridge,
p, 23), As obscene and degrading as it was sexual profanation
of slave woman never ended. And yet she became subject to
savage enormity if she declined. Not submitting to the "dis¬
honest overtures" of one of her master's sons, v/rites John
Brown in Slave Life in Georgia, a negro girl became the sub¬
ject of a half an hour flogging from which she suffered cuts
of "great gashes of flesh out of her person" (Frazier, 1968:33).
Childrearing, too, imposed a "double misery" on Negro
woman. Desiring parenthood was, especially, a "fatal indul¬
gence" most likely intensifying her agonies,-^Usually^not
allowed to tend their infants at the shack, the slave’
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mothers had to carry them on their backs to the field,
Crevecoeur, 1782, explains of his witnessing the scenes, on
plantations, where no sounds were heard but "those of the whips
and orders of the taskmasters and the cries of the babies
broiling in the sun" (Crevecoeur, p, 31)• Being under-fed,
Negro mother's lack of nutritional needs, as far as her child
was concerned, heightened her devastion. Moreover, when
under circumstances a young child was separated from his
mother, naturally, it was the latter who in face of all hard¬
ships and restrictions had to walk distances for fulfilling
her natural propensity of seeing her off-spring, Douglass
informs us that in his case his mother had to march 24 miles
any time she made a visiting attempt (Douglass, p, 41),
In the course of the history of Black man, in this
country, though the Civil War and Emancipation brought some
change, but they did not succeed saving his body and soul
from the oppressions of racial conflict and economic exploita¬
tion which so much have been in work to smother him up to the
present. By victory over the South, the Northerners had
thought they could eliminate slavery and with it the Negro
problem. Rather, following the Emancipation, though the bon¬
dage system crushed at surface, it, instead, fostered a race
hatred that was to plague the conditions of Blacks worse than
before, notes Siegfried, Based on its historical background,
white race, mostly in the South, found it incompatible to
adopt the idea of equality with one whom he had viewed, through
the history of their contact, a non-human. Thus, the
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continuation of the domination was not doubtful. To main¬
tain that, he turned, as before, to bloodshed, violence and
torture against the Negro but in new forms (Siegfried, p. 116),
Resumption of violence against Negroes, at least after
l877j when the last Union soldiers were removed, heightened
"because of the laxity and inequality of the administration
of the lav/ and justice," comments Myrdal (Myrdal, p, 559).
In contrast to this interpretation, it was because of the re¬
affirmation of the v/hite supremacy and the idea of keeping
Blacks under control and deprived that lax laws and often
disfranchising laws, in regard to Blacks, v/ere enacted. The
Supreme Court decision of I883j abolishing the Civil Right Act
of the previous decade, and the subsequent emergence of Jim
Crow rules is a prime example of this (L, Gunther, p, 39).
As the previous era, after the Emancipation, type of
physical violence, injurous to the Negroes, were numerous in
kind and varied in form. Among such action, lynching, riot
and "police brutality" account for heavier shares than others.
Lynching manifested one of the extra-legal forms of vio¬
lence administered against Blacks, As Myrdal reports, this
pattern of boisterous action often took place, before the re¬
construction, against poor whites; but, in the aftermath of
the Civil 'Jar, it became a tactic of murdering Negroes, Not
able to secure the protection of the law enforcements and
courts, Negroes ususally were helpless victims of any accus¬
ation or rumor by v/hite groups, A statistical case study be¬
tween 1929-40 indicates 38 percent of the lynching of the
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Blacks were related to homicide. Of the rest, the highest, 16
percent, involved rape cases. Almost equal percent of the
incidents, 7 percent, dealt with accusation of theft, attempted
rape and felonious assualts. Two percent are reported to have
risen out of an insult to a white perso,n, A number of varios
other categories made up the remaining 24 percent. In his
research for An American Delimma, Arthur Paper's assessment
is that at least one third of the charges thus made were
spurious (Myrdal, pp, 560-61),
The unsparing assistance which the legal system gave the
lynchers, through restraining from their prosecution, counts
for much of its persistence. During the fifty-one years, be¬
tween 1889 to 1940, based on statistics gathered by Tuske-
gee Institute, an average of sixty Blacks a year were lynched.
But, since various functionaries of the legal system, from
judges to prosecutors to jurors and witnesses, felt sympathe¬
tic to the culprits, no case concluded in a justifiable
vindication against the perpetrators. The apathy of the judi¬
cial system to the Negro lot was to the extent that often the
state and local police leaned their support to, or stood by
the side walks, as lynching took place;(Myrdal, pp, 560-62).
"The killing or beating of a large number of Negroes is
called riot," says Myrdal, He further considers this type of
violence "the most extreme form of extra-legal" mass violence.
Other than the mere multiplicity of the participants in
rioting, the other distinction between this sort of action and
lynching lies in the fact that the victims of riots could
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have found a way to fight back. Though, in the case of
Blacks, such reaction would have provoked, observes Myrdal,
a stronger retaliation from whites. Furthermore, writing
as late as early 1940s Myrdal finds riot as much a character¬
istic of the North as that of the South; though, lynching is
thought to have been a recurring phenomenon prevalent more in
the Southern states than the Northern (Myrdal, pp, 566-67).
Economic hardships as well as the fear of change in
the social status of Negroes fall among the most repeated
causes explaining the periodical surge of racial upheavals
such as riots. During and after the two World Wars the on¬
slaught against Blacks rose disproportionately to the tension
of the years preceeding these event. In 1915» KKK must have
found the socio-psychology of the time suiting that it gained
a reviving reformation, (Gunther, p, 94).
Among the most persistant and v/idespread type of violence
inflicted upon Blacks, police brutality scores the highest.
In a Y/ay, it makes a substitution for the old institution of
"slave-breakingj" what the white society can not, under con¬
temporary conditions, undertake, the police has taicen up
vd.th the full support of the judicial system. As an example,
Myrdal reports that in all categories of police brutality,
under any suspicious, the rate of maltreatment and murdering
of Blacks, at the hands of police, exceeds by far above that
of v/hites, (Myrdal, p, 527).
PSYCHOLOGICAL VIOLENCE. Employment of various instru¬
ments to subjugate the Negro have been in such v/ay that it
Y/as to make him to vieY; his race as an imperfect species and
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adopt his color a stigma. In brief, all through his hist¬
ory in this country, observes Frazier, the Negro has alv/ays
been subject to a kind treatment that v/as to maice him feel
inferior (Edwards, p, 239). During the slavery even the
free negroes were not immune to the venom of the racial con¬
flict, The white master class had rationalized the logic
of slavery upon Negro's biological inferiority, a generality
v/ith universal disabling effect upon all the Negro race mem¬
bers (Myrdal, pp, 577-78), Therefore, not only the enslave¬
ment of the Negro, along a low and degraded social position,
was secured, but the indocternation put him also in a
mental state short of any demand for liberty and equality
(Douglass, p, 195).
The most enduring, and yet vicious, crimes afflicted
upon slaves were directed at the family. Though procreation
was permitted, it tended to amass further miseries upon
both slave parents, and, in turn, upon their children,
Crevecoeur, 1782, records the grievances and sorrows of the
slaves fathers and mothers who were cursing themselves in
having submitted to "those harmless joys" which were so much
liable for their double misery. For mother, in particular,
the agony began v/ith pregnancy and usually continued to the
end of their lives. The system required both male and
female of equal work despite the latter's difficult physical
condition the time of pregnancy and maternal duties following
the childbirth. Passivity and indifference that some
mothers displayed toward their children, Crevecoeur notes.
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rose, in fact, out of their devastation with the prevailing
labor demands of the system (Crevecoeur, p, 30)•
But not all mothers turned "callaus" toward their chil¬
dren, and it was probably the members of this group who suf¬
fered the most. As mentioned earlier, slave transaction con¬
stituted a notable part of the slavery. Usually young
adults made a large proportion of the deals. It is hard to
assess the cruelty of the act in regard to the emotional
distress it brought upon both parents and children. Since
owners were particularly aware of the emotional ties, they
resorted to lies as to the truth of their intention, Louis
Hughes, an ex-slave, was sold while his mother was told
that he had been rented. Never meeting--her again, Hughes
explains the life long emotional pain he suffered in conse¬
quence (Hughes, p, 6). The separation of siblings from
each other marked another cruelty of the slavery; it created
l‘
a sense of strangeness, from each other, among them. It
robbed, Douglass rea.lized, the meanings of the terms "sister"
and "brother," Further, he points out that when, for first
time, he met his siblings, he neither found a feeling of
sympathy v;ith them nor closeness or, for that matter, from
them (Douglass, pp, 36-37).
Sexual abuse and harassment of slave women counts for
an immense part of the psychological wounds of the slavery,-.
It is probably to exemplify the mental v/ounds of such de¬
grading acts upon its victims that Frazier quotes rememberance
of a "college student" about her great-grandmother who happened
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to bear.a scar from slavery not only in her soul but also
on her countenance. Retelling many stories of slavery times,
the old v/oman, writes the student, alv/ays avoided explaining
the incident related to the scar on her face. I'/hen the
question was deliberately put forth, she only responded "white
men are as low as dogs , , , stay av/ay from them," This
obviously indicates that she was not able, as a matter of fact,
to stand the recollection of what she had undergone several
decades in the past (Frazier, pp, 53-54). The experience of
physical violence upon both slave males and females, doubt¬
lessly, implanted no less injury and offense in their spirits
than those of sexual assaults, Douglass, for one, admits his
inability to narrate the mental tortures he experienced at
the hands of a slave breaker (Douglass, p, 171),
Among prevalent onsets launched against the Negro one
relates to the characterization of his personality. Of the
commonest attributes of his behavior, repeated by historians
and scientists of the ruling race, discourses over his child¬
like, improvident, prevaricating, lustful, superstitious,
banjo-playing and carefree manners. As such, Negroes as real
people were throvm unto a timeless space. As though neither
their own experiences nor any social, religious, political
or for that matter, historical events could have made any
difference upon the mind and personality of Negroes for
change, "Sambo, the typical plantation slave," writes Elkins,
"v/as docile but irresponsible, loyal but lazy, humble but
chronically given to lying and stealing; his behavior was full
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of infantile silliness and his talk inflated with childish
exaggeration. His relationship v;ith his master v/as one of
utter dependence and childlike attachment" (Elkins, p, 82),
Thus, not able to lead his life, a Negro of such traits,
apparently, neither minds the bettering of his Status nor
merits equality and liberty. Furthermore, as Drimmer notes,
all through the history of slavery there is, repetitively,
a one dimensional color man in a "historical vacuum" with no
understanding of his status and no attempt of changing it
(Drimmer, p. 128).
The breaking of the legal bondage, by Emancipation, did
not halt psychological onslaught against the Negro, As Frazier
observes, though in a short period after the Civil V/ar it
appeared that the Negro might receive recognition as a man,
but the unresolved class conflict v;hich persisted follov/ing
the war, shattered that anticipation. Therefore, the Negro
remained the scapegoat (Edwards, p, 239). In addition to his
past experiences at the hands of the white man, it was as a
result of the continuation of violence against him that Black
man, involuntarily, resorted to a guarded attitude at the
approachment of white people. Myrdal's own observation, early
1940s, stands witness to this. Speaking from the point of the
approachment of a white man toward a Black man, he writes
"when you ask him where somebody lives, he v;ill be slow and
careful in giving information. When you knock at his door,
particularly after dark, you will often see fear in his eyes
until he comes to know your innocent intentions." Also, he
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adds that the Negro man's fear of white people, in any kind of
contact, still persists even if the white participant is ■
known to him. The reason underlying such reaction in Black
man, clarifies Myrdal, is that "the Negro's person and prop¬
erty are, practically, subject to the whim of any v/hite per¬
son v.'ho vd.shes to take advantage of him or to punish him for
any real or fancied wrongdoing or 'insult'" (Myrdal, pp,529-30).
In the final analysis, being "subject to the whim" of
another, in general, indicates a state of powerlessness in
the face of aggression. Black and white relations in this
country, as Silberman points out, have been greatly influenced
by such unequal standings, (Dre^ke, p, 2.1+), Blacks neither
participate in regulating the rules of the power structure
nor, for a long time, have been immune as the targets of
organized violence—in forms of brutal police actions and
mobs as lynchers and rioters.
The police supporters may insist on the preventive
effect of police action in use of force, Hov;ever, a close
study of the case, says Myrdal, indicates to the contrary.
Greater number of killings are reported in areas v;ith higher
police brutality and it is in such areas that Blacks, men¬
tally, have become vastly demoralized. The underlying
reason relates to the large number of Blacks slaughtered
in such localities (Myrdal, pp, 541-42), Lynching and riots
had their own terrorizing effect upon the Negro Psychic, In
these cases, as that of police ferocity as well as various
other severities against him, the Negro could vividly reco-gw
nize the unpleasant image of himself at a widespread socie-
in a
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tal level, a process resulting, among other things,
deep and sustained low self-esteem (Kardiner, p, 302).
STRUCTURAL VIOLENCE, The outcome of structural vio¬
lence upon the Negro, in this country, has been the forma¬
tion of a social dichotomy at the outset of which one part
has become socially, politically, legally and economically
subjugated to another. One of the earliest acts of struc¬
tural violence was directed at the destruction of the abori¬
ginal culture of the newly arrived slaves (Frazier, p, 192),
The effects of such deprivation could not be overestimated,
because it then required establishment of new forms of social
organization and interaction regulations on the part of the
Negro (Kardiner, p, 39)« At the sajne time, this reorganiza¬
tion was something that he was never allowed to achieve on
his ov/n.
The destructive force to this end was essentially
formed out of the promotion of a public attitude and preju¬
dice, by v;hite overlords, which from the beginning meant to
launch its control over private and social lives as well as
the labor power of the Negro (Myrdal, p, 558), The racist
attitudes thus developed became, in turn, the groundwork
upon which the social policies of the nation took shape (Comer,
p. 365), and the passage of the laws and legal rules enacted
(Myrdal, p, 580), As a result, there ascended a society of
haves and have-nots; the first in charge of regulating social,
economic and legal policies of the nation.to its own benefits
and to the disadvantage of the latter (Kabwegyere, p. 304).
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i\lso, the ruling class deemed it necessary, in addi¬
tion to the conditioning of the minds of its race to col¬
lective prejudice, to take a step farther and launch policies
of mass suppression in order to thoroughly insure its con¬
trol over all as a whole, Ps.rticula.rly, in the South a.nd
before the Civil War, the master class had identified support
for the slavery system with advocation to the social order of
the nation and patriotism. Under such subterfuge, it managed,
then, to cast its control over speech, assembly, petition,
press and church (Aptheker, 1964: 118), As such, the suste¬
nance of general repression served the white ruling cla.ss to
strengthen'its own social position, continuity of the insti¬
tution and maintenance of social stratification,
Gunnar Myrdal treats Black-V/hite situation, in the
United States, as that of a caste system. Calling Black a
"race" is inadequate, in a scientific sense, because of its
"biological and genetic connotations," says Myrdal, By this
he refers to the large admixture of white race in Negroid
which scientifically disqualifies the latter as a "pure" race.
Also, Myrdal rejects applying the term "class" to Blacks in
the America's social setting. In their relations with whites,
the Negro have been coerced into a rigid situation vn.th none
or little interclass mobility into their white’ counterparts —
significant condition qualifying the application of "class"
to a certain people. In contrast, he finds "caste" to be
best representative of the Blacks' status in the United States,
With relatively insignificant intergroup movement between
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Blacks and whites, members of both races have stayed away
from any interaction in almost all areas of social conducts.
This rigid immobility, notes Myrdal, is further reinforced,
in certain spheres, by legislations~as in case of legal pro¬
hibition of interracial marriage which at least up to 1940 was
upheld in 30 states. So, with the intervention of legislative
bodies as well as religious congregations along with unfavor¬
able general beliefs, customs, mores, habits, the Negro remains
subject to enormous disabilities in his everyday routines
(Myrdal, pp. 667-79).
Prior to Emancipation the Negro had, by law, no legal
rights. He had no right to sell or to trade anything or to
move outside the limited area of his vrark without his master's
permission. Too, he was legally banned from assembling, voting
or testimony, had no bearing in courts nor did his vote in
elections. Most of his business activities v/ere regulated
and restricted to certain transactions (Aptheker, 1964:13-14).
Seemingly, the Emancipation v;as to change that. But, writes
Miller, "truth that long shadow of slavery still falls over
the Negro and determines many present-day attitudes tov/ard
him. That is especially true in the case of the legal and
constitutional attitudes," (Miller, p, VII),
However, Myrdal recognizes the very legal process of elec¬
tions as the boosting force behind the perpetuity of this "sha¬
dow of slavery," The judge, the prosecutor, the legistator,
the head of the police are elected rather than appointed based
on their personal merits. They, therefore, have to identify
with public opinion and public sentiment if they hope to win
the office. In turn, those with tendency to bend to the
popular sentiments, rather than upholding high professional
standards, are less likely to maintain a disinterested position
in their decisions and actions toward those in an unfavorable
cloud in the eye of the majority (Myrdal, p, 523). It is pre¬
cisely to this point that Du Bois (1904:176) alludes:
The lav;s are made by men who have absolutely no
motive for treating the blacks with courtesy
or considerations: ... the accused law-breaker
is tried, not by his peers, but too often by men
who would rather punish ten innocent Negroes
than let one guilty one escape.
Still what adds to the Negro drama is that because he has been
kept, economically, deprived, his financial inability will
more likely, in letigations, hamper his chance of securing
a competent attorney. Thus, making it, for him, less likely
to win a case that otherv/ise would have been his (Myrdal, p, 548),
The causes of modern social problems, observes Du Bois,
must always be sought in their historical past (Green p, 315).
So should be explained contemporary residential and educational
adversities as well as family related peculiarities that some,
'
if not all. Blacks are thought to be experiencing today.
V/ritten accounts and evidences on the living places of
the slaves does not testify to any comfort. Slaves houses were
mainly cabins strung together well beyond the masters' houses.
They were made up of the poorest materials; mostly erected ^with
oosts and crotches, they had scanty frcjneworks with no vri.ndow
or chimney, except maybe in rare cases. Their 'common run'.
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historian is quoted to have commented, was 'cramped, crudely
built, scantily furnished, unpainted and dirty,' (Wade, p, %),
This information runs, of course, in contrary to claims by
apologists like U, B. Phillips v;ho insists that half a century
after the abolition the slave houses, left untended, betokened,
still, "sounder construction" than those afforted by Negroes in
freedom (Phillips, p, 298), Beside many other accounts con¬
trasting Phillips' position, a.rchaeological excavations of the
plantations reveals yet another distress associated v;ith slave
quarters — lack of privacy as a result of overcrov/dedness
(Genovese, p, 525).
Following the Emancipation the peculiar conditions of
Negro residence, with its segration and overcrov/dedness per¬
sisted, The latter especially denoting his cronicle economic
depression. Modern "concentration camps," "plantation," or
v/hat commonly is referred to as "ghettoes" of the major
metropolitan centers exhibit, in fact, latest configuration of
old "jin houses" of slavery era v/ith dirt and large size resi¬
dents still prevalent (Drake, pp, 7-8),
Though the situation, comparatively, differed somewhat
in the North from that of the South, but, generally, the caste-
principle of the white society, following the abolition of
slavery, kept the Negro, educationally, at the lowest bracket.
In antebellum, the dominant race had perceived the Negro edu¬
cation a danger to the "good order," It was thought that if the
slave were allov/ed gains in education that would lead to the
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endangering of the system ^md creation of difficulties in ruling
over the slaves (Douglass, p. 205). The situation did not, hov;-
ever, undergo much change, especially in the South, after the
War, Based on Du Bois' report from the eastern parts of Tennes¬
see, about the last decade of the Nineteenth century, the Negro
education was qualitatively and quantitively primitive. He tes¬
tifies that, for the one room "school" he was offered to teach .
there ws.s no books, no bla<.ckboard, and the lone log cabin had
no v/indows (Du Bois, 1971:31). But, eventually, it was through
education that Blacks made a difference, though at a segregated
level and among themselves. According to Myrdal, the importance
of the Negro education rose to the point that, unlike the pre¬
vailing case through economic force, it became the basis of
social stratification in the Negro community (Myrdal, p, 879).
To no surprise, the peculiarity of the Negro sexual
conduct roots, also, in slavery—that is, its historical past.
By slavery rules, the establishment of family ties was denied
the slaves. The owners feared the formation of kinship since
its development and spread could have led to strong bondages
with which they had to reckoned. The prevention was further
deemed essential because lack of family relationships, accor¬
ding to owners, rendered it easier to rent or sell slaves,
individually, to far distances or disperse them in inherent
settlings. Again, the obstacle of divorce, religiously,
morally as v/ell as in transaction cases, was, therefore, rid
of (Myrdal, p, 931).
Forced as such into a disconsideration of marital bonds
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and restriction in sexual habits toward certain partner, the
slave men and women became mentally conditioned toward adultery
and for that matter, v/ith no belief in matrimony. Particularly
in case of female slave, she thus never could take action
aigainst the intruders of her bed (Friends of the Slaves, Series
8:12), Moreover, the brutal master-slave relations and belief
system formed thereof accounts for the inclination, grafted in
Negro woman, to submit to her masters, or the members of the
master race. By doing so she hoped she could secure better
treatment for herself, and in case of bearing children, her
mulatto offsprings could have better life chances (Frazier,
PP. 54-55).
ECONOMIC VIOLENCE, The economic violence perpetrated
against Blacks does not confine solely to his deprivation from
full worth of his labor, though, such dispossession accomo¬
dates an extensive part of it. In essense it harbors his
relagation in social standing; abases his political power, thus
preventing his participation in the power structure; sinks
his chances for defending his rights, say, through the judicial
system; negates his educational chances and, when as a result
he finds himself to mark no achievement, it subjects him to
psychological excruciation.
The development of the slavery system did not rise out of
ethical failures of the slave traders or scientifically proven
racial inferiority of the slaves, it thrived because it meant
gain and economic prosperity for both the traders and the plant
ers. One benefited through merchandizing in hapless human com-
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modity, the other through life long free labor. For traders,
to sell their captured or cheaply attained goods, in a labor-
hungry market, was more profitable than moral bindings (Aptheker,
1977: 10), And the slave owners left nothing in hide that they
meant anything but an exhaustive ripping of their slaves* labor
(Douglass, p, 66), It was based on such keen observation
that Karl Marx found slavery 'a commercial system of exploi¬
tation' (Aptheker, 1964: 4),
Logsdon argues against those contending that the Negro
was running from work. He, instead, insists the color man was
longing for a place of his own so he could tend his own abode
and lot, till his own share of the soil and be able to live a
life for himself, A dream which never realized. After all,
the Emancipation was, observes Logsdon, an "afterthought,"
and the "yankee liberators," eventually, shoved the Negro back
in the old bandage but in a new disguis. This time as laborers
on the land of different overlords locked in debt and despair
(Logsdon, p. 47), Then there evolved differentiated industry
jobs exclusive to each race. The Negro's occupations, or the
"Negro jobs," viewed undersirable, connoted social stigma, were
located at the lowest level of the occupational ladder and,
doubtlessly, brought in depressed wages, ' The v/hites, of
course, worked in industries preferred to them, v/ith higher
earnings, V/hat still made a clear distinction between the two
types of occupations was that; unlike the white jobs, the
Negro's had "a much greater degree of intermittency" (Myrdal,
pp, 1079-^0)•
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In modern times, the discrimination handicap, in employ¬
ment, for example, continues to exert new forms of economic
violence against the Negro, In such direct victimization.
Blacks have to suffer from the "income gap" and "job ceiling,"
In the first area, for instance, while for 50 percent of the
v/hite families the husbands' income alone could support the
household, little over 30 percent of the Black families stu¬
died could depend on one income. Again, whereas in less than
50 percent of white families, when wife, husband and children
were present, at least two members of the household had to
work to sustain the family; 60 percent of Blacks had to go
through two-job income to retain themselves, (Drake, p, 17).
At the beginning, because of the slavery and, later,
as a consequence of employment discrimination, the Negro has
not been able to sustain the economic base upon which he could
upgrade his social values close to those of the v/hite mid¬
dle class. On the other hand, the spatial isolation unto
which the Negro has been crammed reflexes, in turn, general
attitudes of whites regarding the former's social standards.
Perceived a symbol of lov/ social values, the Negro is consi¬
dered neither desirable for association nor to be in proximity
with. Hence, as an example of this attributed social degrada¬
tion, residential segregation have come to symbolize Black-
white relationships in this country (Drake, pp, 8-9). In the
area of civil rights, the Negro does not uphold to many pri-
viledges either; at his best he is regarded "an xxndersirable
fellow-citizen," and at worst, an alien (Clowes, p. 95).
In the peculiar system of election, in the United
States, there is a positively strong relationship between the
voting power of certain ethnic, organizational, religious
ajid interest groups, or for that matter, a dominant race,
and the social policies of the elected officials. Since the
latters’ chances of winning the election relates directly to
the endorsement of any one social segment vd.th a determining
ballot power, they, inevitably, tilt tovmrd fulfitting the
aspirations and welfare of such societal forces rather than
others. Blacks, for a long time, v/ere kept, by lav/, disfran- _
chised, therefore, aside from the equation of voting power
and public service (Myrdal, pp, 435-36;, The legal disfran¬
chisement is thought to have prevailed strictly at the time
of slavery. Not True, Some three quarters of a century
after the Emancipation, with the nominal voting rights to
Blacks, we find that they, still, "for all practical purposes,,
are disfranchised," writes the author of An American Dilemma,
Though he specifies that this was only the case in the South,
the Black adult population held back from, say, the ballot
booths of 1940 Presidential election, in this particular region
exceeded 3,6 millions (Myrdal, p, 475). The story does not
end there, "Today," notes R.L, Carter, in less than a decade
ago, "the promised transmutation from hobbled slave to unfet¬
tered freeman v;hich the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth
Amendments sought to effectuate remains unaccomplished" (Carter
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At the beginning, the idea of an unconstrained exploi¬
tation of the Negro served undermining his right to learn.
Later, as no longer forcible dissuasion was feasible, he was
discriminated against in the rate of return for his education.
Studies, as late as 1959| show that income of a Black high
school graduate was 16 percent of white of equal education in
the North and 19 percent in the South. In regard to a gradu¬
ate's income, the difference further widened to a seven per¬
cent for both Blacks and v/hites of the North and South. It
was only after the reaffirmation of the Civil Right Act of
1964 that Blacks seem to have narrov/ed the gap v/ith their
white counterparts. Yet, Black's income distritution, edu-
cationwise, is said to lag three decades behind that of the
white (Cheng, pp. 251-52).
IV. FINAL EVALUATION
Fanon's Concept of Violence
The traditional view of violence focuses on only
physical violence even though, as Galtung notes, there are
three types of violence: physical, psychological and struc¬
tural, He further distinguishes the first as a kind of vio¬
lence that v/hen inflicted upon people, it hurts "somatically
to the point of killing;" whereas, psychological violence
"works on the soul," Galtung categorizes lies, indoctri¬
nations, brainv/ashings, threats, etc,, as psychological vio¬
lence because the practice of such affairs is thought to
influence "mental potentialities" of peoples. Structural
violence, on the other hand, is characterized by the diffe¬
rentiation established between one social class with enormous
economic resources and, therefore, high social and political
pov/er and another class v/ith meager economic and political
resources, Galtung observes that this disparity in societal
makeup involves, inherently, structural violence, usually
referred to as social injustice (Galtung, pp, 169-1,71). Com¬
menting on the same distinctions, Kabwegyere believes some of
the clearest observations on psychological violence against
Blacks were made by Frantz Fanon (Kabwegyere, p. 303)•
It is in fact too moderate to suggest that Fanon's
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advocacy of the use of violence relates, singularly, to his
apprehension of the psychic aspects of unequal human rela¬
tionships. It vd.ll be explained, through this writings,
that a far more comprehensive realization of the colonial
and racial relations underlined his conviction. Though,
by the fact of his professional training, he began his
questions in the mental realm of human conducts. Further¬
more, his uncompromising devotion to the use of force to
destroy the colonial world, more of an economic than psycho¬
logical reality, stands witness to this.
Before proceeding on to discuss Fanon's perception of
violence, it needs to be pointed out that, overally, the pers¬
pective of the Martinique man xinderwent, according to Caute,
three metamorphases: at the beginning, he tried to unmask
the roots of prejudice and discrimination, then he fought
colonialism, and, finally, he reverted to an all out support
of revolutionary violence to free the colonized and racially
discriminated colored people of the Third World (Caute, pp.
64-651}. Though Fanon's solution and means to that end endured
some modification, his central thesis, pertaining to the libe¬
ration of all impoverished and alienated people from a "histo¬
rically oppressive system," did not alter through his life
(Forsythe, p, 10),
Fanon identifies colonialism as "the conquest of
national territory and the oppression of a people, that's
all" (Caute, p, 54). Zolberg's and Zolberg's interpretation
of Fanon in this respect sheds more light on the phenomenon
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of colonialism (1971: 201):
Colonialism is the rape of a society and the
subsequent establishment of a totalitarian system —
totalitarian in the sense that a completely new
set of values is imposed within which the situation
of the colonized is fundamentally redefined. Through
this cultural redefinition, initially enforced by a
powerful coercive apparatus, the colonized becomes
to the civilized colonizer as matter to anti-master,,.
There is therefore no solution except a self-asser¬
tion of the colonized which is as fundamental, as
total, as violent, as the original act v;hich brought
colonialism into being,
Fanon did suggest precisely such a solution — a self-asser¬
tion, as total and as violent as that administered by the colo¬
nialists. For a sensitive psychiatrist as Fanon, the reality
of the Black man's dilemma, in colonial relationships, was all
too conspicuous to ignore; on the one hand, the colonized
African was alienated from his color, traditional community,
and v/ay of life; on the other hand, he had become estranged
from himself, through the dynamics of colonialism racism, as
a Black man (Smith, p. 26). The control v/hich the colonialist
wanted consituted an all inclusive domination; it v/as totali¬
tarian, notes Jackson, Devaluation of the indigenous culture
coincides, in colonialism, with injection of alienation and
the destruction of socio-economic forms of subsistence in the
native society; these results could not be achieved vd.thout
implementation of "sheer brute force" (Jackson, p, 479).
Fanon's response to this "naked truth" is an equally
brutal violence (Fanon, 1981: 37):
The naked truth of decolonization evokes for us
the soaring bullets and bloodstained knives v/hich
emanate from it. For if the last shall be first,
this v/ill only come to pass after a murderous and
decisive struggle between the tv;o antagonists.
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Such a categorical demand for violence relates, Forsythe
suggests, to certain assumptions held by Fanon,
First of all, he thought that liberty is not something
to be granted, but attained. As such, taking risks at any
cost for this purpose was perceived inevitable; secondly,
he v/as also intrigued by the notion that violence had a
curing affect upon alienated and dominated men. He saw indi¬
vidual violence as a means to free the oppressed psyche from
feelings of despair and inferiority. Furthermore, in case of
colonized people, Fanon proposed a connection between imple¬
mentation of violence and economic growth. He believed that
restoration of mental health, follov/ing the convergence of
change in the alienated personality through action, builds a
path to economic accomplishment. Thirdly, he discerned in
violence a sociologically unifying power necessary for mobi¬
lization and consolidation of all forces in face of the common
enemy. Such unification not only nurtures feelings of common
purpose but also direction and aim. Likewise, under the threat
of the contending enemy, liberation forces are more readily
susceptible to put aside their differences than otherwise.
Fourthly, Fanon perceived the process of nation-building as
yet another justification for prescribing violence. Through
struggle and contention creation of nations becomes possible,
a process v/hich, in turn, leads to the development of nationeO.
consciousness and culture. For Fanon only the rise of such
consciousness could serve to elevate a society to the point
of which it becomes capable of playing its part 'on the stage
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of history,' Finally, it is "the resilient nature" of
capitalism and its system of domination that instigates Fanon
to call for violence. Recognizing that the establishment and
sustenance of colonialism relies basically on nothing but
'a war force,' paying no heed to political channels such as
diplomacy, military pacts, treaty or agreement, Fanon advised
a response no less mutinous and furious than that of the colo¬
nialists (Forsythe, pp, 8-9),
In the sejne manner, tracing Fanon's inclination to the
use of violence in colonial nations, Caute found its rise, to
no surprise, corresponding to the war of independence in
Algeria, which began in 1954» Prior to his journey to Algeria,
in I954i and particularly at the time of writing Black Skin,
\Vhite Masks, Fanon had voiced some disagreement vriLth violent
measure: "I do not trust fervor. Every time it has burst out
somewhere, it has brought fire, famine, misery,,,and contempt
for man," But, follov/ing observation of all these evils in
the colonized Africa, he no longer felt the same. Now he
explored the use of violence to the utmost (Caute, pp, 91-92),
Fanonian violence though stemming from social dialectic,
v/ith broad societal implications, does not, however, depart
from existentialist violence, says Caute, Attributing Fanon's
summons to the latter type of violence in his investigation of
the colonial reality in Africa, Caute explains that the
depth of subjugation of the exploited, colonized or others,
varied from one society to another and from race to race.
Therefore, Fanon was certainly cognizant, notes Caute, that
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capitalism-colonialism in Africa, largely because of its
racism, had more severely psychologically vanquished the
Africans than, say, the European proletariat. As such, the
.system's demand for existentialist violence becomes unavio-
dable (Caute, p, 92), However, even in situations where non¬
violence seemed relevant, Fanon had altogether rebuked non¬
violent inclinations, say Zolberg and Zolberg, He conceived
such attitudes as signs of weakness, testifying to the ten¬
dency to compromise. Thus, for Fanon, the determination to
fight, if not fighting per se, seems to have mattered sig¬
nificantly (Zolberg and Zolberg, p, 202),
Contrary to the notion just stated, Nursey-Bray points
out that Fanonian violence v/as "both the means and the end,"
and, therefore, its execution remained inevitable. Its enact¬
ment was thought to enhance the native's sense of self-reali¬
zation with a bestowal of "a new purpose," Its indispensibi-
lity becomes more readily apprehended when one witnesses its
impetus, follov;ing its execution, in reuniting the colonized
alienated men with his lost innocence. In this manner, Nursey
Bray argues, an act violence as such is "divorced from its
historical consequences and,,,worthwhile for its own sake"
(Nursey-Bray, pp, 58-59).
Peter Worsley, on the other hand, repudiates interpre¬
tations viev;ing Fanon's violence an act in itself and for
itself. His inference of the phenomenon, as presented by
Fanon, fathoms a relationship between implementation of
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violence and social conditions. What is sought in violence,
hy Fanon, is social transfiguration, not its effect at the level
of destruction. Subsequently, IVorsley concludes (Worsley, p. 36)
Fanon looks to the transcending of violence, and to
its_ replacement'by rational,--collective decision¬
making in a way that, far from celebrs.ting violence
a.s an absolute — as fascism did — sees it as a tem¬
porary phenomenon to be displaced by higher forms of
social organization in a liberated society.
In the final analysis it is not the moralization of
violence that has made Fanon "the most creative ideologist"
of the Third World in post 'World War II era; rather, notes
Coser, it is his differentiation of the "potential revolu¬
tionary actors" in the peasantry sector of the colonized
nations that enunciates his originality, Fanon rejected the
Marxist notion of the revolutionary potentials of the prole¬
tariat in, at least, the colonized countries. The working
class was, in colonized Africa of the post v/ar, still in its
"embryonic" stage, lacking any palpable power. Moreover, this
rudimentary entity v;as itself a creation of the colonial
system, therefore, a dependent appendage of colonial domina¬
tion, As ling as the colonizers stayed in power, the workers
were able to sustain their relatively comfortable condition
of economic ease; thus, they tended to abstain from partici¬
pation in the march for abolishing colonialism (Coser, pp, 211-
215), Besides, colonial relations, to Fanon, were sources
of alienation. Those v;ho had close contact with the agents
of colonialism were, therefore, more alienated and mentally
demoralized than those v;ho had none or limited adjacency.
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Just as the workers were a part of the first group, the
peasants made up the latter. Such judgement, indeed, had
structured the foundation of Fanonian perceptions when he
proclaimed the peasants "the only revolutionary force" in
colonized nations (Gerald, p, 85). The peasantry, the largest
segment of the Africa societies and the colonial world as well,
incorporates, comments Zolberg, "the most pov/erful reservoir
of violence," 'JVhen it comes to revolution, it will demolish
whatever is related to the domination of the foreigners as
well as all manifestations of colonialism; and these actions
will eventually lead to social regeneration (Zolberg, p, 60),
Application of Fanon's Theory to Black Experience in the USA
To specify one thing it is not the purpose of this
paper, imder the above topic, to present a study of the types
of procedures or the kinds of means to be employed in achie¬
ving a revolutionary change. The task of such matter rests
upon the shoulders of those in the process of launching one.
Here, our main obj'ective centers around evaluation of histo¬
rical experiences of Black Americans in comparison to those
of the colonial people from within whicTi Fanon v^as led to
formulate his theory of violence; to find out the extension
of the commonalty of the experiences of both camps in order
to determine whether the general guidelines of the theory
derived from the bedsteam of the latter could be instrumental
in the former's case.
In this relation, an evaluation of the historical experi¬
ence of Black Americans, in comparison to those of the colonial
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people, from the point of view of contemporary Afro-Ameri¬
can scholars is indispensible. In an article on "Black
Organizing," M, J. Foster refers to three distinct frame¬
works of thought, developed by various Black and white
social scientists, on the status of the Negro in the United
States, The perspecives are differentiated as Pathological,
Street Corner, and Colonial models. However, finding these
models inefficient in term of their "conceptual weakness"
to understand "the power blacks could organize by virtue
of their position at critical points of production and ser¬
vice," Foster has developed a new model, called Para-apar¬
theid. to resolve that weakness, (Foster, 1978:82),
Para-apartheid has class outlook; it sees Blacks as
"a working class within the American labor force," and it
concentrates on "workers-community" unit as organizing target
to administer pressure toward a larger "social change,"
Negroes, along with sizeable members of other minorties, have
been screen down to low-paying, least desirable jobs; though,
at the same time, there are skilled Black laborers holding
positions at key industrial lines. Although the former group
suffers from intense exploitation of its labor, the latter,
too, may be subject to comparable economic disadvantage lead¬
ing to the develoment of a tense sense of "ethnic and class
consciousness" among its members. Racially, Blacks at »sub¬
professional* and 'paratechnical'^ levels of industrial market
/f. Both terms in V\l, K. Tabb, The Political Economy of
the Black Ghetto, New York: W. 1, Norton & Company,
Inc,, p, 118,
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experience parallel racial distance from whites as do the
Negroes at .lower job stratum. Separation at market place
in both production and service.section^ has put, at the
same time, Blacks at critical positions, because these posi¬
tions are significant if an urban, fast economy is to proceed
in its smooth, normal path.
Because of residential restriction outside the work
place, however, both skilled and unskilled Negro laborers are
clustered into common neighboring areas with similar disagree¬
able living conditions. As a result, stronger racial, ’’social
and familial” ties with ghetto, ghetto people and its welfare
develops. The overall consequence of segregation at employment
and housing, v/ith understanding and organizing force of working
Black leaders, can wind up in formation of v/orkers-community
movements with a thrust toward deeper socio-economic and poli¬
tical justice,
r
The pathological model, on the other hand, distinguishes
Negroes as an inferior race with, inherently, deficient traits.
In short, to the authors of this perspective Black culture
and life represents an institutionally deformed status with
anomalous structure,^ The street corner advocates observe
Blacks, in collections of unemployables grouped together
around the street corners of the ghetto. The proponents of
this theory see also the increasing industrial automation
5, For more details on these assumptions, see pp,
42-44 of this essay.
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a leading thrust in isolating large segments of Black popu¬
lation, unskilled and unprepared for technical occupations,
from the larger American society, (all quotation from Foster,
1978:76-86),
In an unpublished manucript, Foster provides a more de¬
tailed background on the development and utilization of the
Colonial model by various social scientists of the Black commu¬
nity, First, it may need to be specified that, in a broad sense,
conspicuous characteristics of the colonial relations consti¬
tuted segregated housing, application of physical and politi¬
cal control as well as devaluation of the native's cultural
values by the dominant race. The ultimate purpose was, of
course, clear and obvious: political control for economic gain.
Realizing the compatibility of this analogy vn.th the
American situation. Black activists and scholars made diverse
efforts in explaining the status of Afro-Americans through
this framework. In all, two distinct areas of analyses deve¬
loped out of this approach: one psychological and the other
economic. The first deals with "cultural problems of'ethnicity
and self-identity," (1983:24) of Black; the other, tries to
explain economic relations of white business, v/ith the segre¬
gated Negro community. Restricted to certain arear of ci¬
ties, because of residential immobility, and lack of economic
power to large purchasings. Blacks are confined to economic
exchange in small shops of the ghetto district, stores v;hich
mostly offer lov/ quality goods with higher prices. As a
result, Black trivial earnings become funnelled out to
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petite and large cooperates with white ownership, (Foster,
1983:23-24).
Of the four models briefly discussed above, para-apar-
theid is relatively new” and it remains to the authorities of
the field and the test of time to fully unveil its analytical
capacity and v/orkability for the purpose of sociological stu¬
dies. This task is beyond the limits of this thesis. From
among the other three perspectives, colonial model has been
utilized, by social scientists, the most. The employers of
this approach rank even among the advocates of the other
models and "Marxist and.non-Marxist scholars of race relations"
in this country, (Foster, 1983:25).
In what follows the works of three Afro-American social
scientists (Harold Cruse, Robert Blauner and V/illiam Tabb)
whose analyses of the Black status relates to the use of the
colonial model will be discussed. Then, based on Fanon's
analysis of the colonial relations in the Third World, the
argument regarding the applicability of his strategy to deal
with the dominant race in the United States will be presented.
In his evaluation of the status of Blacks, Harold Cruse
wrote in 1962 "v;hat is true of the colonial v/orld is also
true Qf the Negro in the United States," (Cruse, p. 13). In
such line of arguing, Cruse largely focuses on Blacks nation¬
alism and its significance in terms of the way Blacks perceive
themselves in this country. Along, he reproaches American
6, It has been for first time, codified and published
by Madison J. Foster, in 1978, Catalyst, Vol, I,
No, I, pp. 76-89.
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Marxists for their failure "to work out a meaningful approach"
to understand the underpinnings of such movement and its
racial and political implications.
Cruse v/ho attempts to offer an alternative explanation
to American Marxists' position on the Black nationalism, first
of all, refutes their historical analysis that the rise of
Black nationalism dates back to the formation of National
Association for the Advancement of the Colored People—a Negro
bourgeois movement. Rather, he argues the origins of nation- *.
alist aspirations should be sought in the Marcus Garvey's move¬
ment in World V/ar I era, NAACP represents bourgeois, middle
class Negroes, says Cruse, with accommodationist objectives;
its rise and formation does not explain the diverse tendencies
prevailing in the Negro community—namely pro- and anti-inter-
grationists. Besides, viewing the beginning of NAACP as the
ascending step of Negro nationalism does not help clarifying
the origins of Nationalist groups such as Black Muslims and
other smaller nationalist wings of the Black people. Moreover,
the Marxists position fails to explain not only the conflict
between the Nationalist faction of the Association with its
other faction but also the general disagreement among the
representives of different Negro classes in regard to "the
NAACP's approach to racial problems," (Cruse, p. 15).
Though the Garvey Movement was basically rooted in Booker
T, Y/ashington's economic independence program, but it distin¬
guished itself by the fact that it brought Black nationalism
in the picture. It did so through the addition of "the racial-
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ingredient of Black Nationalism" to the Washington's ideas,
and demanded that Blacks return to their African homeland.
The enormous success of Garvey in assembling large congre¬
gations of Black people brought him the opportunity to launch
"the greatest mass movement yet achieved in Negro history,"
(Cruse, p, 14).
However, though NAACP and the Garvey Movement represented,
respectively, the reformist and Nationalist sides of Black
bourgeois upsurge, the latter, at least in its particular time,
has been the most successful Black organization because it
"manifested , , , self-conscious expression of nationality"
within Black community. Such upsurge corresponds with thevrise
of nationalism among colonial people as a unifjring reaction to
the domination by others. Another words. Black nationalism
lucidly reflects their understanding of their semi-colonial
status in the USA, "Semi-colonial" because, as Cruse observes,
the only characteristic that make distinction betv;een a tradi¬
tional colonial status and that of Afro-Americans is that the
latter's "position is maintained in the 'home' co\intry'l (p, I4)
under close control of the superior race. His "national bound-
ries," on the other hand, are drawn by "the color of his skin,
racial characteristics and the social conditions vd.thin his
sub-cultural world," (p, 15). Never being equal to whites of
any class, neither in socio-economic status nor political or
cultural-.senses, the Negro has, therefore, been pressed in
developing a relationship to the dominant race comparable to
that of the colonized and semi-colonized nations to their
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oversea powers. Subsequently, based on such close proximity
of experience between the tv;o, it hardly seems odd if Black
-American advanced a nationalist movement of his ov/n, (Cruse,
P.14).
"In his analysis of the situation of Blacks, Robert
Blauner endeavors to make an understanding of the Black pro¬
blem in terms of three social movements that distinguish Afro-
-American struggle in the larger American society. The move¬
ments accounted for are urban riots of 1960's, cultural nation¬
alism, and the move to install control over ghetto politics.
As Blauner notes, though the social context within which Blacks
have been subjugated varies from that of the traditional colo¬
nialism, yet this difference cannot obscure the fact of the
commonalty of the Negro experience vrilth those ruled over in
colonial system. After all, the variation in the context of
the two cases, mainly the minority status of Blacks vs, the
majority status of the colonial people, the dispersion of
Negroes in pocket areas across the country vs, a more conti¬
nuous clusters of colonial natives as well as the presence of
Blacks in the "mother country" and its sharp contrast with
the traditional pattern, may rather assist resolving some
of "the dilemmas and ambiguities" within the movements launched
by Blacks,
To explain the uniqueness of the relations of Blacks
within the American nation, many perspectives have developed
along the line, says Blauner, Perspectives such as the caste
theory which tries to shov/ that due to racism and "systematic
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discrimination" against the colored man, he has been forced
into a segregated quarter away from the white race at large;
and the economic doctrine which depicts Blacks an "underclass"
subject to exploitation and for that matter control. But,
these views and others can not, claims Blauner, fully demon¬
strate all aspects of the problem they proposed to resolve.
Thus, American brand of racism, the underlay of the Negro
problem, was defying new frameworks of thought. But, the
emergence of the colonial model, "problematic and imprecise"
as it is, promises of becoming an outlook "that can intergrate
insights of the caste and racism, ethnicity, culture and eco¬
nomic exploitation into an overall conceptual scheme." (Blauner,
P. 394).
It is through this scheme that Blauner discerns Black
riots of the 1960's "a preliminary if primitive form of mass
rebellion against a colonial status," (p, 4OI); that he sees
Black nationalism a celebration of one's people and tradition
following the realization of "the realities of racism and
colonialism" by the dominant race; that he diagnoses the ghetto
control movement a v/ay of "pressing for local home rule."
Unlike bourgeois commentators who interpreted Black riots
as motivated by the need for material possession to Join the
American middle class — an assimilationist prospect at bot¬
tom line, the rioters seemed to be assailing the system's
law and order which is so much responsible for their poverty,
alienation and social degradation. After all, is not this
system that so vigorously protects the white's property and
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business? By an assault on white businesses, the patrons of
the system, and looting their goods is really like killing
two birds by one stone,. "Culture revitalization," on the
other hand, is significant in terms of an "anti-colonial
movement" because it "provides the solidarity which the poli¬
tical or military phase of the anti-colonial revolution requires,"
(Blauner, p. 402).
Another scholar taken up in this discussion is William
K, Tabb, the author of The Political Economy of the Black
Ghetto. In his analysis of the Black status, Tabb specifies
that his main objective is to show "the economic factors which
help explain the origins of Black ghetto, and the mechanisms
through which exploitation and deprivation are perpetuated,"
(Tabb, p, VII), Not only that, in order to show the presence
of colonial relation in Black-white relationships, primarily
at the ghetto level, he endeavors to stake out the points of
l' I
control maintained by white businesses. He does so because
the spatial separation of colony and colonial power is
secondary to the existence of control of the ghetto from the
outside through political and economic domination.,,," (Tabb,
p, 24), In this relation he speaks of the commercial inter¬
action of white business with ghetto, governmental public
policy, and ghetto labor market, among others.
Tabb believes if first ghetto is understood as an
"internal colony," then the activities and interactions of
"white political and corporate leaders" with it can be better
comprehended. By help from a "standard development textbook"
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he shows similarities of the ghetto with a "typical less-
developed country." Such country mostly is troubled v/ith low
productivity, backward technology, high prices, small per-
capita income, high illitracy, disease and birth. It cannot
provide proper medical care; suffers from malnutrition, and
a higher rate of imports than exports which clearly makes it
a dependant nation on foreign market. So is the ghetto situa¬
tion (Tabb, p. 22):
The= economic relations of the ghetto to white
America closely parallel those between third-
world nations and the industrially advanced coun¬
tries, The ghetto also has a relatively low per-
capita income and a high birth rate. Its residents
are for the most part unskilled. Businesses lack
capital and manegerial know-how. Local markets are
limited. The incidence of credit default is high.
Little saving takes place and v;hat is saved is
usually not invested locally. Goods and services
tend to be "imported" for the most part, only the
simplest and the most labor — intensive being
produced locally.
Therefore, the ghetto is, as in the case of a colony,
economically under control and exploitation and politically
in a dependant sate. Although "the black power ideology"
may struggle against such juxtaposition, 'the v/hite power
structure' works in the other direction. It prefers indivi¬
dual Black ownerships in the ghetto so out of "necessity will
have to be in cooperation with outside v/hite interests,"
The significance of this economic tie is that on the one
hand it guarantee the dependence of a large part of the Black
market; on the other hand, it confuses the protest of Blacks
when they become angry about poor quality products with high
prices, (Tabb, pp, 23, 35-36),
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Governmental aids such as "Social Insurance Programs"
and "public Aid Programs" constitute another area that, in
Tabb's mind, lead to the continuation of dependence of the
poor and maintenance of poverty. To make it clear, some of
these programs, largely of the first category, relate to the
benefit returns on the basis of past employment and contri¬
butions, The others consist of public assistance to the needy
individuals and families with dependant children.
Though there have been lots of outcries, mostly from
the middle classes, because they think the burden of the needy
has been put on their shoulders, the total actual payments
toward such causes hardly amounts to a significant percent in
the total government expenditures. For example, as Tabb shov/s
in 1968 the average aid per recipient of welfare was $40»95
per month. For the same year total public aids amounted to only
one percent of GNP. It is only after calculating the actual
expenses of an average recipient, in comparison to the amount
of aid he or she receives, that the meekness of such "benefits"
falls open. For instance the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare's own report indicates that in 1965» only 20_per¬
cent of poor persons received public assistance payments and,
of these, 82 percent remained poor after payments' (in Tabb,
P. 92),
It is not only the meekness of these welfare assistances
that make them unavailing, the "social stigma" attached to, at
least, some of them, as well as the procedure of the eligibi¬
lity test and the general pattern of interaction of social
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workers with recipients that leads to rather degrading effects.
"The interpretation of public assistance as a gift rather
than a right" has formed a public attitude which sees the poor
lazy, unmotivated, therefore, underserving. The reflection
of such attitude can as well be seen in Congressional actions
whenever, for instance, it has refused to raise public assis¬
tance for the destitute or has restricted increases in the
number of the recipients regardless of the need to do so.
When it comes to the eligibility, and distribution questions,
then it is the social worker or the agency staff that pre-
suposes no objection, in case of rejection or postponement of
an aid, and/or dictates to the recipient as though he know
what is good for her. It is a relationship of unquestionable
authority and submission, (Tabb, pp, 93-94).
In the final analysis, the administration of public
assistance rather than recovering the poor from destitution,
it eternalizes his "poverty and dependence," consequently,
it has succeeded in fulfilling its function — "colonial
administration," Governmental agencies of various welfare
departments, in this view, substitute for other agencies in
"policing the poor," Their provisions of "assistance" help
only to 'cool out' the recipients' frustration and rage,
(Tabb, pp, 88 & 95).
In his investigation of the job opportunities of the ...
ghetto workers, Tabb find that Blacks, given the economic
structure of the United States, can in one case be hopeful
of a fuller employment and that is when "tight labor market"
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prevails. Unemployment and inflation, two common ills of
American economy, carry such interrelationship that v/hen
economic remedies, for example, are used to bring dovm high
inflation rate, it too often results in a high unemployment.
As unemployment rises, it is the unskilled, less educated
ghetto worker who is first to get laid off; and for-the-limited
openings which may come up in his vicinity, he is,.:for-the
same reasons, the least likely choice to be hired,The liker* ■
lihood of his chance goes up when a climate -of tight market
labor develops. Such occasions usually emerge when, say, a war
breaks up, and demand for production and service climb. No
surprising then that during such periods of American history
non-white, less skilled workers have been able to benefit from
a more consistent employment, (Tabb, P, 111),
In addition to educational and training problems v;hich
a majority of ghetto dwellers face, location factor-creates
an ' added disadvantage, as far as employment opportimities are
concerned. Still, ghetto and segregated housing are not alone
in shutting off job chances of Negroes and-other low-class
people. The apparent tendency of businessmen, corporate
boards and managements--to- establish or build their commercial
units and factories--mostly in city outskirts, makes;-finding jobs
in such places difficult because it demands reliable transpor¬
tation and financial ability to meet the travel costs. This
situation usually tosses a blocking stone in the poor man's
search of employment. Therefore, the "housing market segregation"
reduces, says John Kain, "the level of Negro employment and, thereby.
■
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contribute to the high unemployment rates of metropolitan
Negroes," (in Tabb, pp, 118-120),
Through the body of this paper, it has been.tried to
present the similarities and differences of the colonial
setting with that of the Black status in the United States,
The limitations of such analogy range from the geographic
reality to majority vs, minority relationship to social
structure of the societies of each system and so on.
Of the most perceptible differences between the tv/o
are that in the traditional setting, unlike the. United States,
it was the racial group which entered the colony and estab¬
lished its political apparatus. This racial group carried,
numerically, a minority status, while the American case stands
in the opposite direction. Again, while Afro-Americans have
lacked, since their first arrigal, "indegenous" institutions,
the colonized people were by no means devoid of such organi¬
zations, American ghettoized Negro has been restricted to
a more total residential immobility than his counterpart in
Africa and Asia, But, spacevri.se, Negro dispersion is wider
than that of the former colonies, (Blauner, pp, 395-398),
In addition, in the United States there has been "no
formal recognition of differing power since slavery was abo¬
lished outside the South," This, in’ turn contrasts with the
condition of the colonial arrangement, (Blauner, p, 395).
Cruse also reminds of another distinct difference between
the two conditions. He points out to the uniqueness of the
Black-white relations in American as a "new world thing,"
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(in Blauner, p, 394). However, against these obvious dis¬
parities marking the dissimilarities of the 'internal colo-
' in the United States, and the traditional type, the
fact of the common experiences undergone by both people can
not be overlooked, says Blauner, (p, 395).
In a large part of the body of this paper, particularly
the section "History of Violence,,,," some of those "common
experiences" have been discussed. According to Blauner (p, 396)
a colonial system can be characterized by four basic compo¬
nents, The first is related to a forced entry by the racisl
group in the colony; the second manifests in de-culturalization
and devaluaion of the aboriginal's values and mores; the
third represents the dominating aspect of the colonizer and
his political power, and finally there is racism. Strictly
speaking, of these four characteristics, only the first one
may not directly be applicable to the historical status of
Blacks, But who can deny the enormity and generality of the
force administered upon Negro in America, By all indications
the Negro has suffered from an extreme type of colonialism*^
with no deleverance in sight.
After all, to my understanding, as far the exploitation
of Black man and the racist attitudes toward him are concerned.
7, Zolberg & Zolberg (p. 208) believe that the classic
colonialism represents an extreme situation in com¬
parison to Black Americans,
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-America’s domestic colonialism can be distinguished from the
colonial type by two criteria: one relates to its duration and
the other to its generality of contact. The former encompasses
Blacks vertically, all through the history of their subsistence
within the American border; the latter covers them horizontally,
includes all Black masses. In speaking of the duration of a
phenomenon, its persistence through time and history comes to
mind; whereas, its generality mirrors its ubiquity. The length
of the Black man's status as a controlled, colonized being, and
the all-inclusiveness-of his race-in-that position-,- has winded him
up .in. such_ enormous economic- exploitation, and. has suboected him
to such immense racial prejudice that the man of the classic
colonialism reaches nov/here close to him. So much as all
slaves arrived to the shores of America were Black, so all
Blacks v;ere to become exploited, and it was all Blacks who
became the object of the white racism, and all Blacks were to
become racilly excruciated. That may be why--that his case
never became a numerically limited generation! thing, and that
is why his case has become an extreme example of what is knovm
as traditional colonialism.
For instance, whereas the Algerians endured only 125
years of French domination. Blacks, to a varying degree, have
been under the white rule from 1525. At the generality level,
though, based on Fanon's estimation (1981:108) only about one
percent of the colonized Africans came in contact v/ith the
European colonizers, therefore experienced alienation, the
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involvement of Negro American, on the other hand, has been
total.
The concept may not be nev/, I admit, but based on it
I am trying to make another point clear, V/hat the above his¬
torical fact is suggesting is that we are facing an alienated
Black man who is in a sea of "deep-seated-racism," "systematic
discrimination," "racial prejudice," "systematic exploitation,"
within a country with a "build - in - racism," at the base of
its social structure. This is not a new point either. But,
it in turn clarifies that if one is going to do something for
the Black man, to save him from alienation, racism, exploita¬
tion, discrimination, ghetto, killing another nigger, he must,
as Fanon has so vehemently expressed, work toward changing the
social structure within which the Black man lives; the social
structure which is so much the source of his ills.
But, at the same time, the fact of the duration of racism
and exploitation as well as the fact of their generality and
all-inclusiveness, in the United States, all but make at least
one thing bare obvious: the system, left alone, will continue
on the path which it has so long been marching along.
By relying on Fanon's analysis of the traditional colo¬
nialism, and if one believes the status of the Black American
is comparable to that, then the solution of the Black man's
predicament lies in his head to head encounter with the system
and his forceful demand that it must be changed. Because, left
unchallenged, it rolls on in the same track it has been all
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along. It is not as much due to the proposition "pov/er is
never surrendered v;ithout a struggle" that demands action, but to
the fact that "decolonization is always a violent phenomenon*.'.' -
Summary and Conclusion
In this paper it has been attempted to compare and
contrast the rules and relations governing the traditional
colonies and the Black community in the United States, It
was further stated that given the similarity of the two
situations, Afro-Americans may have to resort to forcible
actions against the social structure within v;hich they have
become captivated, exploited and kept in an inferior posi¬
tion, Such action is deemed necessary because, based on
Fanon's ana.lysis of the classic colonialism, to "decolonize"
one's status, requires using violent means against the
oppressor,
A historical study of the Black experience shows
that he has undergone severer inflicts of all types than
the colonized of the Third V,/orld, Furthemore, the analyses
of the present time Black scholars point out to some of
the movements and trends within the Negro community as
reactions and demands of an underclass people hopeless
of full equality with the ruling race. This is also the
position of this paper that Black constitutes a colonized
status and in order to unleash the captivating chains and
enhance his chances of equality and socio-economic advan¬
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